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What's a
Cast Iron
Pipe doing
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like this?
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They're both part of the unique
Glynwed Timesaver system from Tonge
and Taggart. A range of cast iron pipes
and connections with no sockets which
are jointed by means of a patent
coupling .
This coupling incorporates a
synthetic, non-corrosive rubber gasket
that provides a water and air-tight joint
for drainage both above and below the
ground. All you need is a spanner.
So keep things simple and go for the
Glynwed Timesaver system from Tonge
and Taggart. And save yourself more
than time.
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Ironfounders & Engineers.
East Wall Road, Dublin 3, Ireland.
Tel. (01) 786088. Telex 30993.
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Sell-Out
London
Hevac
Show
The 1983 London Hevac
Show, set for the Barbican
Centre, 26-28 April 1983,
has sold out all its
available exhibition space.
More than 300 leading
companies in the heating,
ventilating and air
conditioning sectors have
booked to participate.
The event, organised by
Industrial and Trade Fairs
Limited, is also set up to
be truly representative of
the industry, as from
exhibitors' return it is
estimated that
approximately 400
different product
categories will be featured.
Particularly well
supported categories
include energy
conservation and controls,
heat recovery and heat
pumps, air conditioning
and air movement,
heating. ITF has been
informed that a number of
exhibiting companies will
be launching new products
at the show,.

NEW TRALEE OFFICE FOR CROSS
To cater for an increasing
market for refrigeration
equipment in the Kerry
area, particularly in the
fish processing and hotel
industries, Cross
Refrigeration Limited, has
opened a new branch
office at Boherbee, Tralee,
Co. Kerry.
Comprising an office/
showroom and stores/
service area, the new office
will initially be staffed by
an Area Sales Manager,
two Technical Engineers, a
Secretary and a Trainee
Apprentice. With offices in
Cork, Dublin and
Limerick already, the
opening of the new Tralee
branch is the latest phase
in the company's
development programme
to establish a network of
sales and service centres in
major industrial areas.

• Pictured at the official opening of the new TraJee office of Cross
Refrigeration Limited were (from L-R) Tommy Foley, Chairman,
Tralee U.D.C.; Jim Keating, Managing Director, Cross Refrigeration;
Mary O'Donoghue, Chairperson of Kerry County Council, who
performed the Opening Ceremony; Dermot Walsh, Sales Director,
Cross Refrigeration; John Goggin, Area Manager, Cross
Refrigeration; Bill O'DriscolI, Technical Director, Cross
Refrigeration.

Cross Refrigeration
currently supply and instal
equipment from a number
of leading international
manufacturers and is
Ireland's leading
commercial and industrial

APPOINTMENT
• McKenna Ireland announce the
appointment of Tom Clune (right) as
Sales Representative. Tom will be
responsible for sales of all McKenna's
franchised products and his experience
in the trade will be an asset to the
continued success of McKenna Ireland.

"LIVING WITH SOLID FUEL"
Couchman, go through the a Heating System, When
Ward River Press recently
whole process, from the
Things go Wrong,
announced a warm
first choice to the final
Maintenance Advice, Fuel
bestseller on a topic of
maintenance problems.
Types and Preparation,
burning interest. This is a
Topics include: Energy
Safe Installation, The
supremely practical guide
Conservation, Cooking
Function of the Chimney,
to solid-fuel heating for
with Solid Fuel, Choosing
and many more.
the consumer written by
Marion FitzGerald and
Bob Couchman who is an
experienced lecturer,
heating consultant and
designer of heating systems
including the
.
award-winning "Gaelwood
40" multi-fuel boiler.
The last few years have
seen a massive changeover
to solid fuel. Since the oil
crisis, most new homes in
Ireland have solid fuel
• Photographed at the launching of the new book "Living with Solid
boilers, while existing
Fuel" at the I.I.R.S. headquarters in Dublin were L to R: Martin
households are converting
Cranley, Director General I.I.R.S.; Marion Fitzgerald, co·Author;
at an increasing rate. In
Bob Couchman, co·Author and PhiJip MacDermott, of the Ward
Living
With
Solid
Fuel,
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss3/1
River Press, Publishers.
the 10.21427/D7N126
authors, Marion
DOI:
FitzGerald and Bob
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refrigeration contract'o'r:
The official opening
ceremony at Boherbee was
performed by the
Chairperson of Kerry
County Council, Mrs.
Mary O'Donoghue.

ISH - The
International
Exhibition
ISH, the unique
opportunity to be fully',
informed on the
sanitation, heating and
air-conditioning industries.
ISH provides the
opportunity to gain
comprehensive knowledge~
which is becoming more
and more important in the
ever-increasing
developments in
technology.
The Economic Use of
Energy is the theme for the
show. ISH shows
solutions, improvements,
international technology,
prospects for the future.
ISH - that means
dialogue between experts,
for today and tomorrow.
There will be more than
9,000 experts from all over
the world plus in excess of
1,500 exhibition stands.
There will also be
additional informative
shows and presentations.
Dates: 22-26 March
1983. Venue: Frankfurt.
Contact: Lep (Ireland)
Ltd., 11 Tara St., Dublin
2, (Tel. 771861) Telex 4
5252.
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Complete

Tank
Service
It is now nearly two years
since Tank Engineering
Ltd., was established, and
in that period they have
certainly proved themselves
as a company to be
considered, when it comes
to tank installation. Since
June 1981, they have
secured some of the most
prestigious contracts
about, and achieved this in
the face of stiff
competition. One such
contract was at Gilbeys
relands site, where they
• The correct title of this picture is "Glass coated steel tank from Tank
ave installed two 82,000
Engineering Ltd." and not as stated in our Nov. 82 issue.
gallon and a 100,000
gallon, aluminium tank,
here they also completed
the associated civil works.
Dublin Thursday 14/4/'83, Jurys Hotel at 2.15 pm.
They have secured
Electricity (1) "Computerised Motor Control" by Mr. P.
contracts with the E.S.B.,
Halton, E.D.A. Limerick. (2) "Programmable Lighting
I.D.A., S.A.F.D.C.O., as
well as many private
Control" by Mr. J. J. Holloway, Simplex G.E. Ltd. (3)
con tractors.
"Total Energy Management Systems" by Mr. M. Baker,
While Tank Engineenng
Marketing Director, Electrodel Ireland Ltd.
Ltd have been busy on the
Dundalk Tuesday 26/4/'83 Imperial Hotel at 2.15 pm
construction side they also
Coal (1) "Experience of Oil to Coal Conversion" by Mr.
have been active on the
M. Matthews, Fleming Fireclays. (2) "New Technology
design end. T.E.L. have
in
Coal Burners and Boilers" by Mr. K. Long, P. J.
now designed and
Matthews & Co. Ltd. (3) "Coal for Commercial
constructed two ranges of
Boilers" by Or. E. P. O'Connor, Coal Distributors,
tanks to Fire Offices
Committee (F.O.C.)
Dublin.
standards, one in
Carlow Thursday 1215/'83 Royal Hotel at 2.15 pm.
Electricity (1) "Energy Efficient Lighting" by Mr. M.
aluminium with butyl
.ning and the other range
Moloney, ESB Dublin. (2) "Maximum Demand
glass coated steel. In so
Management" by Mr. J. Power, L.D.T. Limerick. (3)
doing they are now the
"Small Commercial Hydro Schemes" by Mr. P. Belton,
first and only company
Belton Engineering Ltd.
that can offer an Irish
Athlone Thursday 26/5/'83 Prince of Wales Hotel at
designed and
2.15 pm. Industrial Energy Conservation (1) "Use of
manufactured sectional
LPG for Transport" by Mr. Paddy Lumley, Managing
tank.
Director, Landy-Hartog Ireland. (2) "Waste Heat
J. J. Hanlon, Managing
Recovery and Incineration" by Mr. Alan Fox, Design
Director at T.E.L.
attributes their initial
Heating. (3) "Methane Gas Generation" by Mr. P. J.
success to two beliefs.
Newell, Biomass Ltd., U.C.G.
"Firstly, we offer a
complete, compe~ent .
professional servIce whIch
includes design, supply,
erection and completion of
all associated civil works
with a tank installation"
and secondly "we are
forever concerned with our
reputation, it takes twenty
perfect jobs to earn a good
reputation but only one
• Flogas Limited has purchased the premises of Brendan Kierans Motors
bad one to ruin it - we
Limited, on a prime site on the southern outskirts of Drogheda, for use as
its national administrative and sales centre. The premises, with exlensive
can never afford a bad
frontage on the main Belfasl/Dublin road, covers 11,000 sq. ft. and has
job"
.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin,
1983
ample
grounds for further developments. The company plans extensive
T.E.L. are one of the
refurbishing of lhe exisling buildings for occupation in Mav nexl.

EMA NEWS

few tank companies that
can offer the complete
range of tanks, this
includes: aluminium butyl
lined, glass coated steel,
galvanised fibre glass,
welded steel, and G.R.P.
sectional tanks. They also
carry a range of linings
including butyl rubber,
Hypoplan, and PVC.
Tank sizes range from
40m cubed up to 1300m
cubed, but non standard
sizes can be designed and
accommodated.
Tank Engineering Ltd.,
30/33 Market Arcade,
South Great Georges
Street, Dublin 2. (Tel:
712380/778486 Telex:
30271 PTREI.

Irish Rads
are Tops
In statistics recently
published by the Building
Services Research and
Information in the UK
Irish radiators are tops in
imported radiators.
The balance of trade in
radiators in the UK is very
unfavourable to the UK
economy. Exports, to a
wide variety of countries,
represents only 5OJo of UK
production whilst imports
took a 25% share of the
home market in 1981. 43
companies are currently
importing radiators into
the UK. Early indications
(at August 1982) are that
imports have grown by
over 25% this year. In
1981 the major sources of
steel radiator imports were
Ireland (£7.9 million) and
Belgium (£5.7 million).
Largest importers were
Barlo, Runtalrad and Veha
from Ireland, Warmastyle
and Servotomic, from
Belgium, and Hudevad
from Denmark. All
aluminium, cast iron and
steel column radiators sold
in the UK are imported.
The major source of these
is Italy.
Convector panels are
now the most popular type
of radiator in the UK,
according to the BsiuA
Statistics Bulletin. Their
share has increased from
43% of the market in 1981
to 53% in 1983 and is
forecasUo rise still further 5
- to 75% in 1986.
IHVN, March 1983
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Wavin's
Award for
Quality
Wavin Pipes, Balbriggan
has become the 21st Irish
company to be awarded
the Irish Quality Control
Association's Quality
Mark.
The Quality Mark was
awarded to Wavin for its
overall committment to
quality.
In order to obtain the
I.Q.C.A. Quality Mark
companies must obtain at
least an 80010 score in an
evaluation carried out by
I.Q.C.A. assessors.
Wavin's rating was in
excess of this. It scored
particularly well in
customer service, training,
environmental control,
manufacturing control and
control of incoming
materials.
Wavin has always been
conscious of the need to
maintain standards of
products and services. It
has more I.I.R.S.
standards certificates than
any other company in
Ireland.

..

"Energy in
Buildings
Booklet" from

'.

.',

AFF

• Pictured formally receiving the I.Q.C.A. Certificate earlier this week
from Mr. John A. Murphy (right), Chief Executive, Irish Quality Control
Association, is Mr. Larry Carr, Marketing and Sales Director, Wavin
Pipes.

IDHE 7th BIENNIAL
CONFERENCE

The 7th Biennial Conference organised by the Institute
of Domestic Heating & Environmental Engineers will be
held on 6th, 7th & 8th May, 1983, in the Ardree Hotel,
Waterford.
The theme of the conference, the highlight of the
Institute of Domestic Heating & Environmental
Engineers diary, is Revival, and marks the achievement
of full autonomy for the former branch of the Institute.
The three day event will cover topics of vital concern
to members, and the future of the profession including:
1. Natural Gas; opportunities
2. Alternative sources for home heating
3. Energy Auditing & Surveying
4. The future plan for national oil procurement (by
Orders for the Barber &
Dept. of Industry & Energy)
Colman Microprocessor
5.
The Environmental Home
Controller, designed to
provide a continuous
6. the Comparison of Fuels (Solid, Gas, LPG, Oil and
power monitoring of
Electricity). Their cost and benefit to the consumer and
building services, have
contractor.
been placed with Coolair
The fee for the week-end is £100 covering
Limited by companies
accommodation, conference, technical papers, meals and
from Leixlip and
entertainment. A complete package has been prepared
Waterford.
which will guarantee all participants an enlightening, yet
Waterford Cold Stores
an entertaining week-end. There will be ample time for
and Irish Meat Packers of
relaxation between sessions and members are encouraged
Leixlip have both decided
to bring their wives.
to install the ControIler to
ensure a more economical
A brochure and booking form are now in preparation,
operation of their power
and will be mailed directly to members when available.
usage.
In the meantime, the Hon. Secretary or Correspondence
Incorporating solid state
Secretary will be happy to provide any information
electronics and up to four
required.
software programmes to
Should you wish to make an early booking in advance
achieve optimisation of
of
the conference brochure, please reply to
electrical and mechanical
Correspondence
Secretary indicating the number of
systems, the Controller
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss3/1
places
you
wish
to
reserve and include a deposit of £25
KW
usage
to
save
reduces
DOI: 10.21427/D7N126
for each named person.
energy.

Barber &
Co/man
Orders
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The first two booklets of a
series entitled "Energy in
Buildings" have just been
published by An Foras
Forbartha. The series is
intended to present in a
succinct form, information
and recommendations
arising from the work of
the Institute over the past
number of years in the
area of energy
conservation in buildings.
The two booklets
currently available relate to
domestic energy use and
the intended primarily for
the general public. Booklet
No. I, entitled "Domestic
Hot Water" presents the
options available for the
production and
distribution of hot water at
the domestic level. Its
purpose is to guide the
householder in the
selection of the option or
combination of options
best suited to his/her
particular circumstances.
The title of the second
booklet is "Thermal
Insulation of Roofs and
Walls - Existing
Houses". During the past
decade householders' fuel
and electricity costs have
risen dramatically. Many
have installed basic levels
of attic insulation and
weather stripping with
resultant lower fuel
consumption and cosier
living conditions. This
bOoklet attempts to
identify the possibilities for
extra roof and wall
insulation and to give
guidance as to which
measures may be justified
from an economic point of
view.
Both booklets are
available from
Publications Section,
Information & Training
Centre, An Foras
Forbartha, S1. Martin's
House, Waterloo Road,
Dublin 4, on receipt of a
6
stamped addressed
envelope (9" x 6").

et al.: H & V News
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BTU GOLFING
SOCIETY
The AGM of the BTU Golfing Society attracted an
attendance of some 25 members recently. Under the
chairmanship of new Captain, Eamonn McGrattan, the
Secretary's and Treasurer's reports' showed the society
to be in a sound position to celebrate this its tenth year.
A lengthy discussion preceeded the unamimous adoption
of the society's new rules. In recognition of their
unselfish contribution to the society, honorary life
membership were awarded to Eddie Egan and Des
O'Gorman. The committee for 1983 was elected as
follows:
Officers:
Captain: Eamonn McGrattan
Hon. Secretary: Eddie Egan
Hon. Treasurer: Des O'Gorman
ommittee: Tony Gillan (ex-offico), Tony Delaney,
Peter Johnson, Liam Stenson and John Doyle.
The outings for coming season were also announced.
March 18th - Rush G.c.; April 14th Newlands G.C.;
May 2nd Castle G.C.; June 20th Woodbrook G.C.;
July 26th Dun Laoghaire G.C.; September
16th Clontarf G.C.; October 6th Hermitage G.C.;
November 25th Hermitage G.C.

• McInerney (Civil Engineering) Limited has begun work
on a £1.2 million contract with
Kilrush Urban District Council
for the construction of the
Kilrush main drainage scheme.
The company's managing director, Mr. Jed Pierse, said that
the work involved the laying of
sewers and pumping mains in
Kilrush Town together with the

IDHE TECHNICAL EVENING
The IDHE recently held a
technical evening on the
theory and practical sides
of natural gas and LPG
pressure jet burners. The
evening was a terrific
success as all the places
available on the lecture
were booked out in
dvance.
The technical staff and
management of Superjet
Ireland Ltd. were the hosts
for the evening and the
• (L·R) Gerry Griffin, Hon. Treasurer IDHE; Victor Maddigan,
subjects covered on the
Chairman IDHE; and John Mclnerney, Director Superjetlreland Ltd., at
theory side included
the IDHE technical evening at Superjet's HQ.
industrial heating and
process applications, also
the domestic Superjet mini
'K' burner and the
assembly and head
characteristics of burners.
On the practical side
some time was spent on
faultfinding and assembly
of burners.
This was the 7th such
lecture given by the
Superjet staff who have
now become very
professional in
presentation and the IDHE
Committee wish to extend
their thanks to the
• (L·R): Harry Pattison, Hon. Sec. IDHE; Frank Bodkin, IDHE Committee Member; John McInerney, Director, Superjet; Joe Drumgoole,
management and staff of
Superjet;
Published
ARROW@TU Dublin,
1983and Eamonn Kearns, IDHE Committee Member, also al the
Superjet
forbytheir
IDHE evening on gas burners at Superjet.
cooperation.

construction of two pumping
stations, a tidal holding tank
and a major sea outfall. The
work will be continued over the
next 18 months.

Light & Heat
Diffuser
Thorn EMl Lighting have
developed a unique
two-in-one integrated
service unit which
combines their
revolutionary 2D bulb with
a multi-cone air diffuser.
The unit - which is
attractive as well as
functional - exploits th~
2D bulb's unusal shape
and low operating
temperature.
Measuring only 135mm
square the slim section
bulb fits neatly into the
centre of the air terminal.
A version resulting from
joint development is
currently available from
RCM Ltd, a subsidiary of
the Myson Group. Details
from Finheat Ltd.

• John Marriolt, recenlly appoinled Service Mana~er al7
Walker Air C()ndilionin~ Limited.
5
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Dublin City Pipeline Completed

• The winner of the recent subscription promotion for ITTP
Publications was Tom Cleary of
the Bruce Shaw Partnership. Mr.
Cleary (right) is seen here receiving
his holiday voucher for two from
Pat Codyre, Sales and Marketing
Director of Irish Trade & Technical Publications.

CHIMNEX
FLUE LINER
A new chimney liner has
just been introduced for
domestic, commercial and
industrial applications by
C & F Ltd.
Called Chimflex SF, this
chimney liner is
manufactured by Rite
Vent.
Chimflex is particularly
suited to burning solid
fuels, in fact, Chimflex is
the first such liner
available in either the UK
or Europe, which has been
specifically made to burn
all these solid fuels.
The new liner is now
available in 6", 7" and 8"
diameter sizes and there is
a 10 year warranty with
Chimflex. In addition Rite
Vent provide the necessary
range of clamps and
fittings required to instalthe liner. These fittings are
of course available from C
& F Ltd. at their new
head-quarters in Unit 7,
Chapelizod Industrial
Estate, Chapelizod, Dublin
20, (Tel: 267896 or
947821).

WARMeo

The Dublin City Gas
Pipeline, bringing natural
gas from the terminus of
the Cork-Dublin pipeline
at Clondalkin to the centre
of Dublin, was formally
completed recently.
It has been installed by
contractors Murphy Joint
Venture under contract
from BGE - The Irish
Gas Board, who were also
responsible for completing
the Cork-Dublin pipeline
within budget and on time
last December.
Work on the Dublin
City line commenced in
June 1982, and involved
installing 24km of steel
pipe from Clondalkin,
along the Grand Canal and
through the streets of
central Dublin. The pipe
has also been laid across
the River Liffey. Through
it BGE has been supplying
n~tural gas to New Dublin
Gas since early January
and supplies can now be
piped to the ESB at
Poolbeg and North Wall.
This pipeline has also

IHVN, March /983

Energy' forms a
permanent record of these
unique projects which will
have a lasting impact on
the Irish economy,
supplying native natural
gas to homes and
industries in major urban
areas. The gas is already
saving over £200 million
per annum in energy
imports and expansion of
the network to Limerick
and Waterford in 1984 will
lead to even greater
benefits for all regions and
the country generally. In
1981, natural gas from the
Kinsale Head field
accounted for 11010 of the
country's primary energy
needs.
The film premiere was
attended by ~r. Eddie
Collins T.D., Minister of
State at the Department of
Industry and Energy, Mr.
Michael McStay,
Chairman BGE and Mr.
Nevin Dowling, Chief
Executive, BGE.
The film is now on
general release nationwide.

NEW TARIFFS FOR DUBLIN GAS
1.COIN METER TARIFF
Flat rate.

CUBIC METRES
per 2 mths.
(approximate)

PRICE PER THERM
164.0p

2.BASIC DOMESTIC
Standing Charge
Consumption - Therms per 2 Months
-Block I -

0-16

"Block 11 - 17-40
"-Block III - 41 •

£0.00 p.a.
PRICE PER THERM
First 95

162.0p

Next 143

110.0p

Over 238

70.0p

3.REDUCING RATE TARIFF
Standing Charge
Consumption - Therms per 2 Months
-Block I -

0-16

"BlOCk 11 - 17-40
. -"Block III - 41 •

£2.72 per 2 mths.
PRICE PER THERM
First 95

Next 143
Over 238

135.0p
99.0p
63.0p

4.INDUSTRIAL COMMERCIAL TARIFF
Standing Charge
Consumption - Therms per 2 Months

Warmco Space Heating
have recently appointed
Countrywide Heating
Services Ltd., 43
Templemore Avenue,
Rathgar, Dublin 6, Tel.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss3/1
973588
or 512103 as
DOI:
10.21427/D7N126
agents.
6

been completed on
schedule and within the
£15m budget.
The high standard of
workmanship on the
project has been
favourably commented
upon by many Dubliners,
as minimal traffic
disruption resulted and
road re-instatement met
standards rarely achieved
in Ireland.
The project was
suprevised by BGE in
conjunction with
consulting engineers
BeMRA/CG. The Murphy
Joint Ventre, based at
Newbridge, Co. Kildare
were contractors.
Co-inciding with
completion of this project,
a new 28-minute
documentary film on
construction of the
Cork-Dublin and Dublin
city pipelines, was
launched at the Savoy
Cinema, Dublin.
Produced and
photographed by George
Fleischmann, 'Piped

£52.00 p.a.
PRICE PER THERM

8
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Comparison of Energy Costs
Domestic Fuels

@

DBS
FUEL

No.

Peat

Coal

**~

Oil
Gas

g.

~
.....

'I

IRE/GJ

0.97

2

Briauettes, 10nse

tonne

63.11*

19.3

3.27

1.111

3

Briquettes, baled

bale

.74

19.3

3.07

1.10

4

House Coal

tonne

'19.80

29.11

3.35

1. 21

5

Continental
Anthracite Peas

tonne

1~2.23

32 .1

4.75

1. 71

31.4

4.54

1.63

29.1
32 .6

1';.47

2.39

6
7

Standard Anthracite
Rexco

tonne

8

Phurnacite

tonne

142.81
188.00
155.62

4.78

1.72

9

Extraci te

tonne

161. 37

31.9

5.07

1.82

10

Grade A Anthracite

tonne

1"7.98

32.3

5.19

1.87

11

35 sec. Gas Oil

litre

.256

45.5

6.74

2.42

12

Kerosene

litre

.2729

46.4

7.45

2.68

5.48

4'1.4

11.14

4.01

*••

1
Bott led Butane
Dublin Gas:
Domestic Tariff 3
0 - 16 Therms
17 - 40 Therms
Greater than 40
NighL Space
Beating Rate
Domestic Rate,
Unrestricted

11.35 kr, cylinder

Night and Day Rate 2

Therms
Therms

Thprm~

1.35
n.99
0,63

12./jO

4.-61

td~

~:f~

kWh

.0346**

-

9.61

kWh

.067

**

-

1R.61

6.7

k'~h

Day
:' .06
Night 3.41

19.61
9.47

1.41

kWh

(8 a.m. - 11 p.m.)
(11 p.m. - 8 a.m.)

<t'+ER()~

p/kWh

2.1';8

19

*
**
***

(MJ Ikg)

14.4

tonne

U~f(\

Delivered Cost

38.71*

1~

....

Gross Calorific
Value

tonne

14
15
16
17

~
~

Average Price
per Unit
(IRO

MIc Turf

13

5:

Unit of Supply

1

**

Electricity

Form

O~SE~~

3.46

7.06

Estimated average nrice to consumer cnuntr"wjde.

1

Prices for electricity and towns gas exclude standing charges.

2

Controlled retail prices for bott1erl ~as exclude delivery charges.
Plus e>;tra st~n<ling charge 2.50 IRE/2 months.

Prices include for delivery in the Dublin area only.

3

Cnnsu,notion per two months.
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Add 2.72 IRE Standing Charge.
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Comparison of Useful Energy Costs
Domestic Heating

@

DRS

....
'0

U'flfJl.ifo
~+ER(j~

Useful Costs (p/kWh) for Different Appliances

~

Delivered
Cost

FUEL

Form
p/kWh

Peat

Coal

Gas

Efficiency
45% -+ 55%

Efficiency
30% -+ 40%

Flued
Open Fire

Gas Room

Heater
Efficiency
20% -+ 30%

0.97

2.16

1. 76

3.2')

2.43

4.85

3.23

Briquettes, loose

1.18

2.62

2.15

3.9-3

2.95

5.90

3.93

Briquettes, baled

1.10

2.44

2.0f)

3.6,7

2.75

5.50

3.67

House Coal

1. 21

2.69

2.20

4.03

3.03

6.05

4.03

Continental Anthracite Peas

1.71

3.80

3.11

Standard Anthracite

1.63

3.62

2.96

Rexco

2.33

5.13

4.24

Phurnacite

1.72

3.82

3.13

Extracite

1.82

4.04

3.31

1.87

4.16

3.40

Efficiency
75% -+ 82%

I

Burner

Electric
Fire

Efficiency
654 -+ 757-

Efficiency
1007-

Boi ler/

1.49

2.42

3.72

3.23

Kerosene

2.68

4.12

3.57

Bottled L.P.G.

4.01

5.35

4.89

4.61
3.38
2.15

6.15
4.51
2.87

5.62
4.12
2.62

7.09
5.20
3.31

h.15
4.51
2.87

Off Peak

3.46

Unrestricted

6.70

Storage
Heater
r:rficiency
907-

1. 29

35 sec. Gas Oil

Towns Gas/2 months
Domestic Tariff
0 - 16 Therms
17 - 40 Therms
Greater than 40

Electricity

Open Fi re wi th
High Output
Back Boi ler

M/C Turf

Grade A Anthracite

Oil

Roomheater,
Freestanding
Boiler, Cooker

3.84

6.7n
I

NB

1.

Us~

manufacturers recommended fuel for each appliance

2. Efficiencies quoted are seasonal
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss3/1
Seasonal Efficiency = Conversion
DOI: 10.21427/D7N126

3.
efficiencies where
Efficiency x Utilisation Efficiency.

Delivered energy costs quoted above are for conditions stated on
IIRS Comparison of Energy Costs sheet.
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GIBS Annual Dinner

• Enjoying themselves at the CIBS Dinner were (L·R) David Keane,
Architect, Guest of Honour; Eamon O'Brien, Chairman, Republic of
Ireland Branch CIBS; Jack Gura, President CIBS and Eric Cairns,
Guest Speaker.

• At the CIBS Dinner were (L·R) Michael Maloney, Vice Chairman,
Republic of Ireland Branch CrBS; Jim Fitzgerald, President EIFI and J.
Farrell, Kevin St. College of Technology.

• (L·R): B. Stack; A. Carroll; J. Rowden; T. Phelan and B. Coghlan.

• Also at the CIBS Dinner were R. McElligott; C. Freeney; M .
Buckley; Bernard Ral and F. O'Kane.

~--

• Deep in conversation at the dinner were Noel Doherty, David
Egan and Michael O'Neill.

• At the CIBS Dinner were lan Duff; Brendan McLoughlin; Robert
Jacob and Frank lawlor.

• Past CIBS Chairmen being presented with their medals (L·R)
Seamus Homan, Eoin Kenny, Michael McDonagh and Jack Gura,
President CIBS
who presented
the medals.
Published
by ARROW@TU
Dublin,
1983

• Michael Bu~kley presenting carrier design manuals to Anthony
Byrne and Mlchael Blood, award·winning students at the CIBS
Annual Dinner.
11
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Trends In Pumps
Development in pumping technology has over the last few years centred around packaged systems and more
elaborate controls. In our review of pumps we look at some of the systems and packages on offer.
The following notes are based on material submitted by
the companies concerned.

Myson
The Myson Unit Two
circultor was the result of
three years development by
a team of highly qualified
engineers and, has proved
to be one of the most
successful circulators on
the market.
Over the last few years
the Myson Unit Two has
been further improved to
meet the increasing
demands of todays central
heating systems.
Now - by combining
the proven reliability of
this motor with a new high
efficiency pump Myson
engineers have produced
the Unit Three: "The
circulator with an
unmatched range of
performance. "
All the beI)efits of the
Myson Unit Two have
been carried forward: Two
speed; Easy to use flow
regulator; The unique

Myson manual re-start
facility; Automatic
venting; High efficiency
design; Whisper quiet
operation; Compact size.
The Myson Unit Three
meets British Standard
number 1394, Part 2 1971
and holds the British
Standards Institute
Certificates of Approval
No. 6066.
The Myson Unit Three
is now capable of
satisfying the widest range
of domestic central heating
pumping requirements.
The two-speed facility
and infinitely variable flow
regulator enable the
installer to achieve
precisely the correct
pumping conditions over
the widest range available
from anyone circulator.
Typically the small
system, using a solid fuel
back boiler might use
speed I for quiet,
economic pumping.
Switch to speed 2,
increase the flow and the
pump will cope quietly and
economically with the
higher performance

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss3/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7N126
• Myson Unit Three circulator.
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has represented Sarlin now
for over four years and
has helped in making
Sarlin a well known name
in the pumping business.
Over 250 submersible
sewage pumps on many
different applications have
been installed and a
complete back up service
on spares and maintenance
is provided throughout the
country. Reliability is a
key factor in the success of
Sarlin pumps and indeed
proof of this is in the low
turnover of spares.
What makes Sarlin
different to other
submersibles?
Engineers will argue that
there is very little basic
difference between one
submersible and another
and indeed in many cases
this is true. However, one
cannot deny that Sarlin is
a quality pump. Produced
in five different versions
for wet and dry
applications it incorporates
a number of features
Finland is famous for
which include the "S"
many things including its
shaped impeller designed
middle distant runners,
to prevent jamming and
sauna baths, timber, elk
clogging. The impeller is
steaks and more recently
semi axial.
Sarlin submersible pumps.
This particular feature
Manufactured outside
gives the impeller a long
Helsinki, the Sarlin range
screw like vane enabling
of submersible sewage
the pump to handle long
pumps now make up to
rags without these getting
700/0 of the total number
wrapped around the
of sewage pumps installed
impeller. It is also possible
throughout Finland. The
to adjust the impeller
factory is situated in the
clearance after normal
countryside surrounded by
wear and tear by turning
acres of high trees, a
three screws thus making it
picturesque setting in
possible to keep the pump
which belies the highly
performance unchanged
efficient activity that
for extended periods.
produces the Sarlin
Other features include a
products range. From here
patented moisture switch
the pumps are transported
cutting off the current if
to many parts of the world water should penetrate the
including Ireland being
motor. The paint
shipped directly to the port specification for Sarlin
of Warrenpoint in Co.
pumps is similar to that
Down.
used by ice breakers on 12
the
Fitzpatrick Systems Ltd.
Baltic seas .

demanded when using low
water content boilers.
The Myson Unit Three
is very quiet, all rotating
parts are precision made
and dynamically balanced.
The improved design of
the pump body ensures
low noise levels.
Smallness and lightness
always make for easy
installation and the
automatic purge means no
manual venting. Once the
unit is connected, its
installation is complete.
In the event of blockage,
say after a Summer
shutdown even the
householder can free the
shaft without tools and
without leakage by using
the unique Myson manual
re-start facility.
Details from Myson
Ireland.

Fitzpatrick
System
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Sarlin offers a very
comprehensive technical
back up service to
Fitzpatricks and regular
visits to this country by
Sarlin engineers ensures
constant updating of
development within the
company. The fact that
Fitzpatricks deal direct
with the manufacturer
must make the whole
operation more efficient
and provide a better
service to the customer.
Like most products coming
from a Scandinavian
country the Sarlin pump is
a robust piece of
equipment, like to sewage
what the Saab or Volvo
car is to motoring.
More recently Sarlin
have introduced a dirty
water contractors pump to
!he Irish market and this is
part of the ongoing
expansion which is part
and parcel of Sarlin and
Fitzpatricks.
• A dual Wilo pump available from Finheat Ltd.

Finheat
Wilo-Inline, Dual-, Blockand Normpumps pump hot

water and condensate,
providing the media are
clear and without abrasive
components. The pumps
are mostly installed in

heating and domestic water
as well as in air
conditioning plants.
The range includes
pumps with four- and

six-poled motors for very
quite running at 1450 and
950 rpm and the two-poled
pumps for larger volume
at 2900 rpm. The
impellers, mechanical
seals, shafts, motor
flanges, motors are offered
as a complete spare motor.
The spare motors are
suitable for Dual-pumps as
well as for Inline pumps
and for Bloc pumps. The
advantage being that the
stock for the driving unit
is kept small.
Furthermore Wilo offers
another variant; Motors
with capacities up to 2.5
Kw are also available with
canned motor, that means
without sealing,
maintenance-free and
noiseless.
Volume: max. 500
m 3/h; Head: max. 70m.
For volumes up to
700m 3/h and lOOm head
they supply Wilo Norm
pumps. The spiral housed
pumps are mounted
together with the motor on
one base plate. The
housings can be supplied
in nodulised graphite cast
iron, steel casting and

~~~!;-~1 Wilo has the perfect

solution to every problem:
Perfect for versatility and security:
Dual pumps DOP and DOS.

A vailable from -

FINHEAT LIMITED
17 Ushers Island,
Dublin 8.
Tel: 128288,
728520, 728431
Published
by ARROW@TU
Dublin, 1983

Wilo-Engineering Co., Raheen Industrial Estate
Limerick, Tel. 061/27566, Telex 8202
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All your H+V pumps
in one package ....

alloyed steel casting.
An extensive programme
of regulating equipment in
serial production is
available for pumps with
capacities up to 7.5 Kw to
switch over the speed
automatically.
Series DOP, 1450
l/min: DOS, 2900 l/min.
Double pumps in
parallel arrangements as
main- and pilot pump in
one housing.
Further details from
Finheat Ltd., Dublin or
Wilo Engineering,
Limerick.

The Starflex range
comprises 15 models with
capacities up to 180 cubic
metres/hour for heads up
to 40 metres. Extension to
the present range are
planned for early 1983.
Maximum recommended
operating pressure is 10
bar. Maximum
temperature
accommodated are:l300e with carbon faced
uncooled mechanical seal.
150 0 e with sintered
tungsten faced uncooled
mechanical seal.
175°e with water cooled
packed gland.

from

HOLFELD PUMPS
H. R. Holfeld (Hydraulics)
Limited
2-4 Mervllle Road. Stlllorgan
Dublin. Ireland

Telephone 01-952001 (24 hours)
Telegrams HOLFELD Dublin
Telex 24482EI. 25156EI

PUMPS.PUMPS'PUMPS

SARLIN
SUBMERSIBLE
PUMPS
Uthe name in reliability"
Complete range from 1.5Kw to 75Kw
Sewage - Effluent - Dewatering

Supplied, installed, and serviced by

FITZPATRICK SYSTEMS LTD.
4 Basin Walk. Newry. Co. Down.
Tel. (0693) 66616/7/8 Telex 747936

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss3/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7N126
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• The new Starflex range of belt-driven pumps from Holden and rooke
Limited is designed to British and international standards primarily for
hot and cold water circulation in building services and industrial
applications.

Holden
& Brooke

Operational flexibility,
sturdy contruction and
easy maintenance are
characteristics of the new
Starflex range of compact
belt-driven pumps from
Holden and Brooke
Limited, Manchester,
England. They are end
suction, single stage,
centrifugal pumps designed
to ISO 2858 and BS 5257,
for long, reliable service in
building services and
industrial applications
primarily for hot and cold
water circulation.

The motor can be either
totally enclosed and
fan-ventilated or
drip-proof, metric-sized
and foot-mounted to BS
5000 and BS 4999.
The robust belt drive
arrangements keeps down
noise and vibration and
allows the pump speed to
be varied to suit duty
alterations simply by
changing the pulley and
belt sizes.
Maintenance is
facilitated by the back
pull-out design which
allows the bearing
pedestallseallimpellor
assembly to be removed
without breaking pipework
connections. Bearings are
14
Continued on page 27
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• '81
IhVex

.

_ OUTSTI\HDUUi SUCCESS

• The Minister for State at the Department of Industry and Energy
Mr. Edward Collins T.D., performing the official opening of
IhVexlllectra '83.

• (L.R) William G. Masan, Albany Accoustic; Gerry Byrne, G.B.
Metals; Tim O'Flaherty, Finheat Ltd.; Harry Dutton, Aloway
Accoustic and Roger Wade, Aloway Accoustic.

IhVex, the building services exhibition, seems to
have got it right yet again with attendances in the
order of 6,500. At a time when the construction
industry in general is at a low ebb along came IhVex
'83 and gave a tremendous lift to the services
industry. The show which was fully booked out also
got the balance right with the high quality of visitor
to the show and to quote one exhibitor: "We got
buyers and specifiers on our stand that we would
not normally expect to meet in our normal round of
sales calls".
An added attraction to the show was the CIBS
symposium held in the auditorium next to the
exhibition hall which looked at computers in the
services industry and how cost can be cut by their
use.
Changing trends in the industry were visible on
most stands and much attention was given to the
use of gas both natural and LPG as a heating
medium either direct or indirect.
On the air conditioning side the dramatic changes
in the market means that much of the traditional
business is no longer there and evidence of this was
to be seen with the type of product on show.
Computer room air conditioners and air conditioning for the pharmaceutical and dairy industries were
the equipment that generated the main interest.
Some very interesting equipment was on show at
stands from Northern Ireland. Firstly the Mark 11
plastic oil storage tank from Tyrell Tanks in Newry,
then the Ultrad Flue System from Ulster Fireclays
Ltd., and also the Baker low pressure hot water
heating system. There were also many Irish made
products on show including the ICL flue and the
Dantrim automatic fuel fed unit from the Michael
Vaughan Group. We hopt to look at these and many
of the other products shown at IhVex '83 over our
nextfew issues.

=--_ _--r---""T"",

• WILO ENGINEERING: IL·R) Geshard Jager, Wilo Pumps,
Dortmund; Aidan Barlow, Barlow Radiators, Clonmel; and Tony
Cusack, Wilo Engineering, Co. Limerick.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1983

• IL-RI Michael Archer, Saireco Ltd.; Philip Archer, Arctic Refriger·
ation; and John Hutchinson, WSM Engineering Ltd.
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IHVEX PICTURE REVIEW IHVEX PICTURE REVIEW IHVEX PICTURE REVIEW IHVEX PICTURE

• RUNTALRAD: (Left): Eddie Heavey,
Kenny & Partners Galway and (right) Noel
Harte, Runtalrad Ltd. Cork.

• AQUATECK: Anthony Roche and
Niamh Maher on the Aquateck Stand.

• REDBRO: (L·R) Christy O'Reilly, Redbro; Frank Brophy, Redbro;
Tommy Wade, ESB; and Juan Cascals, Noyrot.

• TYRELL TANKS: (Left):
Patrick Kenny, McGratten
&Kenny and (right) John
Hailton, Dijon Ltd.

• MASTER AIR: (Right):
Paul Abel. Master Air and
(left)
Eugene
Philips,
Seamus Homan Associ·
ates.

• WILO ENGINEERING: The Tanaiste and Minister for the Environ-

ment Mr. Dick Spring, TD, visiting the Wilo Engineering Stand.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss3/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7N126
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• FIN~EAT/S ~ P COIL PR0I:?UCTS: (L·R) Jim O'Flaherty, Finheat
Ltd.; Mlck Reddmg, S. & P. COil Products Ltd.; Brendan Duffy, P. J.
Duffy & Sons Ltd.; and Jim Martin, S. & P. Coils.
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• MICHAEL VAUGHAN GROUP: IL-R) Paddy Cunningham, Ashtown
• FINHEAT: The Minister for State at the Dept. of Industry & Energy,
Heating Supplies Ltd.; Michael Vaughan, Michael Vaughan Group;
Edward Collins TO, visiting the Finheat Stand.
M~tt Curran, Wesco Drogheda; A. Murray, A ..Murray & So~ Ltd.,
Sligo; Michael Curtin, Ashtown Heating Supplies Ltd. and Jlmmy
Owens, Wesco, Drogheda.
• CERAMIC lIN~
INGS: (L-R): Donal
.. ~
. Mullins, Arlington
Industries, Portarlington; Eric Hewitt
Ulster
Fireclays,
Coalisland,
Co.
Tyrone and Kevin
McKenna, Ceramic
Linings, Coalisland,
Co. Tyrone.
• FINHEAT/D. P.
FABRICATIONS:
(L-R) Tim O'Flaherty
Finheat Ltd.; Liam
Kehan, D.P. Fabric·
ations;
Owen
O'Connell,
Quantity Surveyor;
Pat Kehan, D. P.
Fabrication.

• K. B. COMBUSTION: Alan Birney, K. B.
Combustion; Audrey Coats and Stephen
Fernley, Dunphy's of UK.

r

.

• O.B. PLUMBING & HEATING: (Left)
Sean Horan, Sean Horan Ltd. and Eoin
O'Brien, (right) O.B. Heating & Plumbing
Suppliers Cork.

• QUADRANT ENGINEERS: (L·R) Roger Dixon, Adrisol Ltd. with
Sean Crawly, Noel Walshe and Peter Morrow, Quadrant.

• MYSON: (L·R): Mr. Farrell of Moynalty, Kells; Rodney Minchin,
Myson Circulators, Kings Lynn Norfolk; and Ed Cahill, Myson Ire Ltd.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1983
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INDIRECT HOT WATER HUTIIG SYS1II
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the ilsf, boo 1<id boIer cen\rd ~

• WALKER AIR CONDITIONING: IL-R) Gerry Ross, Walker A~r
Conditioning; John Fitzgerald, R.T.E.; Roz ~arlt!?n, Walker Air
Conditioning; Jim Connolly, Abbot & P~rtners: ~I~ Tlerney, Abbot &
Partners and Bernie Costello, Walker Air Condltlonmg.
• CASTLEREAGH
SHEET METAL &
ENGINEERING: (LR):
Vincent
O'Rourke;
Peter
Maher, Peter Mah·
er & Co.; Stephen
Kearns;
Trevor
Weld more, Weldmore
Dis.;
and
Chris Flynn, Multi
Products.
• Right: MANOTHERM: John Sulli·
van, Pioneer Radiant
Products,
Kenmare
with
Graham Brisbane,
Manotherm Ltd.

•
HAMWORTHY ENGINEERING: (L-R) Pat
Fleming, IIRS; Cliff Hamworthy and Colin Gibb,
Hamworthy Engineering.

•

• WILO: (R·L)
Collins TO,
Minister for State at the Dept. of Industry & Energy on the Wilo stand
talking to Tony Cusack of Wilo.

STORAGE TANKS OF IRELAND: (L-R) Paddy Walsh, Storage
J. V.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss3/1
Tanks of Ireland, Coolock Industrial Estate; Tommy Keating,
Tierney;
Sean Doyle & Eugene Barry, Storage Tanks of Ireland.
DOI:
10.21427/D7N126
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•
SUPERJET IRELAND: (Left): Joe
Keegan, Superjet and (right) Fred Reed,
Co. Dublin VEC.

• IIRS: The Minister of State at the Dept. of Industry & Energy,
Edward Collins TO, visiting the IIRS stand.

18
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• BROOKS THOMAS: Tony Murphy,
Brooks Thomas Plumbing & Heating Dept.
and Sean Flaherty, Desmond Crehan
Architects.

• HEVAC: Visiting the Hevac Stand, the
Minister for State at the Dept. of Industry
& Energy, Mr. Edward Collins TO.

• HEVAC: Evelyn Carroll, Hevac and Liam
Woodgate, Hevac Cork Office.

• MASTERAIR: Edward Collins TO, Minister for State at the Department of Industry & Energy at the Masterair Stand.

• ISAS: Left: John
Mould, Insulation
Suppliers & Services MD and Mary
Ashton Bell.

• GENERAL STEEL
PRODUCTS: Right:
Mark Larkin, Gen- I '
eral Steel Products '....., ~
and Jerry Collins,
•
General Steel Products.

~}

-,

• S&P COIL PRODUCTS: (L-Rl Jim Martin, Product Manager, S&P
Products; Mick Redding, Associate Director, S&P Products; and
David Palin.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1983

•
CRAIGAVON HEAT EXCHANGERS: Macartan McCabe,
Monaghan; Jim Mulholland. Craigavon Heat Exchangers; Pat Crean.
Tralee; and Michael Sands, Heat Exchangers. N. Ireland.
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GIBS SYMPOSIUM
The Republic of Ireland Branch of the Chartered
Institute of Building Services organised a one day
symposium during IhVex '83 exhibition. It was organised to highlight the opportunities for increased efficiency
by the use of computers with the service industry.
The symposium was an outstanding success with
almost 100 participants. Those attending heard about
Basics of Computers - Getting Started, (Mr.
Kenneth T. Roe, Softech Ltd.), Evaluation of Hardware and Software, (Mr. John Cuthbert, Jones
Group; Mr. Tony Knott, Stephenson Assoc.); Design
Applications - Mechanical and Lighting, (Dr. Dave
Carroll, Foras Forbartha, Mr. John Frost, Polytechnic of

the South Bank, London); Commercial Applications
Accounting, Estimating, Word Processing,
Project Planning, Computer Aided Draughting and
Building Automation Systems, (Mr. John Cuthbert,
Jones Group, Mr. David Summerfield, Estimation Ltd.)
and finally everyone participated in "Hands-on"
Demonstrations of Hardware and Software by a
range of Suppliers, Apple/Softech Ltd., Commodore,
Estimation Ltd., Digital Ltd., I.C.L., Lendac, Philips,
Prime Ltd. and Benchmark.
The Committee of the CIBS wish to thank everyone
who contributed in making the symposium such a
success.

• (L-R) Trish Tabernel'. Estimation
Estimation Ltd.; Joseph Clancy. Ryans
Michael Myan. Ryans Electric Group Ltd.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss3/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7N126
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• Michael Crowly (left). Climate Engineering
Clonskeagh and Bernard Farrell (right) ICL Dublin.

20
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DOMESTIC WATER
ECONOMY
This paper is part of a research project on water supply by the British Research
Establishment and the full paper is available from their headquarters in Watford.

There is considerable cost benefit to
be gained by reducing the quantities
?f water used for domestic purposes
In dwellings, offices and schools. The
largest single use is for WC flushing,
which takes about 20 per cent of the
total public water supplied. There are
several potential alternative flushing
systems which look both cheap and
effective and are also hygienically acceptable.
Current WC pans in the UK are intended for use with nine-litre flush because
until now there has been little incentive to aim for a lower volume. The
development of WCs with reduced
flush volumes could prove to be one of
the most effective ways of reducing
water consumption within buildings.
The alternative is to give the user an
opportunity to economise, by installing dual flush cisterns or by converting
e~isting cisterns to controlled flush
operation. Water Byelaws now require
new WC cisterns to be the dual flush
type.
Pans with a six-litre flush have been in
use in Scandinavia since 1977. Trials
of a modified version, made in Britain
(Figure 2) have been carried out in an
office block in London. The suites performed well over a period of two and a
half years; no blockages have occurred in either the branch pipes or the
stack. Other trials using UK suites
originally designed for for a nine-litre
flush are also in progress. The results
so far show that six-litre washdown
pans, suitably designed for UK conditions, are a viable means of saving
water.
There is no reason why flush volumes
should not be reduced below six litres,
and a number of trials are in hand to
find the lowest practical limit. Several
Scandinavian three-litre suites are in
use at BRS (Figure 3) to test their performance and assess their effect on
the drainage pipework. In two years'
use there have been no blockages in
the pans or anywhere in the branchpipes, stack or underground drain
runs. The main problem has been surface fouling of the pan. Results to date
indicate that it ought to be possible to
produce a suite that will perform to an
acceptable standard at three litres or a
little more, and that such suites can be
used in most drainage installations,
subject to certain restrictions.
In the absence of immediately
available WCs using reduced flush,
the dual flush system is an attractive
option. BRE trials have shown savings
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of 25 per cent or more of the water
used in standard systems. The user
has the choice of either a 'short' flush
of about four litres or up to the 'full'
nine litres. A survey of long-term effects being carried out in 1000 dwellings in Leicester is indicating that
there are no discernible drainage problems even when an appliance is used
consistently at the reduced flush.
Moreover, users are in general satisfied with the performance of their WCs.
The user can also choose the amount
of water needed in the controlled flush
cistern, but with no constraints. Existing cisterns can be converted to
controlled flush by fitting a valve
devised by Skevington and BRE and
patented by the British Technology
Group. Three water authorities have
conducted trials of these devices in
dwellings and have reported savings
of between 30 and 40 per cent of the
water used for flushing, with no problems in the clearance of either WCs or
drains. Users' reactions were mixed:
some disliked having to hold the handle down for a full flush. Trials in offices have shown lower savings, of
20-30 per cent, because users have
less incentive to learn to use the
device properly.
Costs at present consist of just over
£ 1 for the valve plus an installation
time of about 20 minutes. It is intended that the Skevington/BRE valve will
soon be produced commercially under
licence to BTG.
Although experiments so far have
been confined to washdown WCs, attention is also being focussed on
single and double trap syphonic WCs
to establish the limitations on flush
volume.
BRE has questioned the need for
flushing water in urinals, and is carrying out tests on waterless urinals,
using standard UK bowl types fitted
with special traps and waste pipes.
Water is supposedly needed to fulfil
three basic functions: to clean the surface of the bowl, to prevent smells,
and to keep the trap and waste pipes
clear. Evidence so far, after more than
two years in use, shows that the first
two items are not significantly affected by the absence of water. In
fact the surface of the ceramic bowl
of a waterless urinal requires probably
less attention in its weekly regime of
clearing than other urinals, and many
traditional urinals, especially of the
slab type, are much more prone to
smells.

Figure 2 Close-coupled WC pan with
6-litre flush has performed well in extended trials

Figure 3 Scandinavian suite designed for
3 litre flush, in experimental use at BRE

Copper is attacked by urine without
water to dilute it and trials have
shown that plastic traps and waste
pipes are the most successful for
waterless urinals. Two basic designs
have so far proved successful. The
only area of work outstanding with
waterless urinals is the development
of optimum maintenance procedures.
It is expected that these will be less arduous than those associated with conventional urinals. Trials will continue
in a number of installations, including
the new base for the British Antarctic
Survey, Halley Bay. •
References
1 Report of the Committee on 8acksiphonage in
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The first meeting of the session of
the Northern Ireland Energy
Managers Group took place in the
Conway Hotel, Belfast, under its
Chairman, F. R. McBride.
The meeting took the form <:If a
question and discussion afternoon,
the members submitting the
questions beforehand. A panel
consisting of D. Patterson (Short
Bros.), J. Paterson (Gallaher Ltd.),
H. Green (L.I.R.A.), J. Frazer
(Frazer & Haughton) and the
Chairman dealt with the questions
together with members of the group
who attended.

charge of plumbing and heating and
Mr. D. Gray assumes responsibility
for timber products.
Mr. Norman Fitzsimmons has been
appointed Chief Estimator in the
mechanical division of D. W.
Stothers & Co. Ltd., the Belfast
heating and electrical contractors.
At the same time the appointment
of Mr. George Weir as manager of

The Committees of the Institute of
Energy and of the N.I. Energy
Managers Group together with
others involved in the energy world
were the guests of V.T.V. Ltd. at a
reception given by the television
company.
Among the prize winners at the
draw at the Robert Craig & Sons
Ltd. centenary reception were J.
Pollock and H. McGowan of
Bangor D.I.Y. Hire Services who
won a colour TV and rally jacket
respectively.
The NI Branch of the Institute of
Water Engineers have elected for
1982-83: Chairman - J. G. Hyslop;
Vice Chairman - J. E. Wilson;
Hon. Sec. - A. J. Wright;
Committee - E. Russell, D. Logan,
J. Doborough; G. Greenwood; A.
Gray and J. McMillen.

• ~r. Gary Kent, Treasurer of.the C.I.8.~. N.I.; Mr. Jim Ramsey, Chairman of the HVCA; Mr.
Colln Stevenson and Mr. H. 81cker, ChaIrman of the Master Plumbers Association also at the
recent C.I .8.S. N.I. annual dinner.

On a recent visit to Belfast Mrs.
Helen P. Waudby managing director
of the B.S.S. Group opened the new
showroom and warehouse for
Russell (Ireland) Ltd. at the
Ballysillan Industrial Estate.
Russells trade for many years in
the city centre basically on the
simple plumbing and sanitary
products. The new warehouse and
showroom has allowed them to enter
with the heating equipment and the
higher quality sanitary ware market
and to carry a much wider range of
products.
Haldane Shiells Ltd. the Newry
based bulider and plumbers
merchants have apponted four new
directors. Mr. W. Rennie is made
financial director while Mr. R. D.
Kemy will be responsible for
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss3/1
hardware,
Mr. P. G. Clarke takes
DOI: 10.21427/D7N126
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their Electrical Division was
announced.
Mr. Sam Chambers, Sales Director
of Redland (NI) has been elected
Chairman of the Lighthouse Club,
the building trade benevolent fund.
Special guest at a Bartol Luncheon
held in the Conway Hotel was Mike
Marsden Managing Director, who
was accompanied by Peter Marshall
Sales Director, Bartol and Jack
Higgins Product Manager, Bartol
and Jack Shields, the Area
Manager.
Other guests include a large
representation of the building and
plumbing trades in Northern
Ireland.
The Health & Safety Agency for
~.!. has published an approved
de of practice entitled "Work
with Asbestos Insulation and
Asbestos Coating".
The code has been prepared to
provide practical guidance in respect
of asbestos insulation and where the
regulations apply their specific
requirements should be complied
with.
Further advice on the application
of the code is available from:
Health & Safety Inspectorate, Dept.
of Economic Development,
Maryfield, 100 Belfast Road,
Holywood, Co. Down.
The Drumkeen Hotel was the venue
chosen by the Northern Ireland
Heating & Ventilating Contractors
ssociation for their first meeting of
83. The meeting took the form of
a lunch with leading persons in the
Construction and Technical'Training
Section of the local building
industry.
Present were A. McVean,
National President, H.V.C.A.,
Geoffrey Cutting, Director of
H.V.C.A. and Jim Ramsey, the N.!.
Chairman. Other guests included H.
Flanagan, Chairman C.LB.S.,
Stanley Holmes, C.LT.B., H.
McIlveen, President R.S.U.A. and
H. Becker President Master
Plumbers Association.
Mr. Alex Hewitt has been appointed
to the Board of Directors of T. A.
Shellington & Son Ltd., the
Portadown builder and plumber
merchants.
Sheffield Insulation (Ireland) Ltd.
will be trading under the name
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1983

• Harry Flanagan (left) Chairman N.I. Branch CI8S and Michael McDonagh, Past Chairman,
Republic of Ireland Branch CI8S at the Republic of Ireland CI8S Annual Dinner.

Dubell Innsulation Ltd. Their
Belfast office is at 58 Howard
Street, Belfast.
Glen Mechanical Services Ltd. of
Mountain Mill, Ligowiel Road,
Belfast 14 have been appointed
agents for Longford Ventilators who
manufacture aluminium grilles and
louvres for ventilation and air
conditioning. Glen Mechanical
Services are also agents for
Dalesman Scientific Co. and Sound
Protection Ltd.
Modern Prefabrication Ltd., the
manufacturers of the Modheat heat
pump have changed their name to
Modern Heat Pumps and Air
Conditioning Ltd, while still
operating from their old address,
Owen O'Cork Mill, Beersbridge
Road, Belfast BT5 5DX, telephone

59212. The company is at present
expanding into the Irish Republic.
Wednesbury Tube announce the
appointment of B.J. Caraher
(Distributors) Limited, Belfast
Road, Saintfield, Co. Down, as sole
distributor in Northern Ireland of
Wednesbury Copper Tubes, Fittings
and Microbore Components.
Wednesbury has an established
reputation for quality across their
range of products, many of which
bear the Kitemark of the B.S.!. B.
J. Caraher are experienced
distributors with a knowledge of the
needs of the Province. Together, the
companies are ideally placed to
offer a swift and comprehensive
service to benefit merchants and
installers alike.
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NEW PRODUCTS
consists of: Type 01
(copper) 12mm to 22mm x
I Ih" and 28 x %", Type
10 (steel) Ih" x Ih", %" x
Ih", I" x 3,4", I~" x I",
IIh" x I~", 2" x I~"

No Gimmick
"Instant
Electric"
Shower
The Miralec TS-2, a new
economical no-gimmicks
"instantaneous electric"
shower, is now available
ex-stock Dublin.
This shower offers all
the safety features and
high quality styling of the
most up-market models on
the market, but at a much
lower price.
With a slimline shape,
similar to our existing
Miralec Supreme "luxury instant electric",
the new unit offers
temperature stabiIisation,
independent on/off and
temperature controls, a
completely splash-proof
casing with sepia trim.
Each Miralec TS-2 is
supplied with a Mira EV
slide bar and adjustable
hand-set.
Safety features on the
Miralec TS-2 include a
positive solenoid-operated
on/off control, a water
pressure sensor to prevent
over heating and a thermal
cycling switch, which turns
off the heater if water
temp. rises to 50°C
(approx.). As a final
failsafe, in case of
incorrect installation or

and3"xl~".

T-Plus works simply yet
effectively saving time and
energy. It is fastened
directly to the pipe with
four screws and an
alienkey. A driving charge
drives a plunger forward
and cuts across the pipe.
Consequently, the part
removed remains in the
coupling and the
connection is opened.
No shut-down, no
draining of the system, no
mess and no problem is
the experience of those in
the maintenance and
installation trades who
have used the copper and
small bore steel fittings advantages now available
for use on larger bore steel
systems, up to 3" in
diameter.

• The new Miralec TS2 from Modern Plant Ltd.

gross misuse, the unit has
a further 'ultimate failure'
switch which operates if
water temperature exceeds
a safe level.
The Miralec TS-2 is for
the consumer who wants a
shower unit that is safe,

comfortable and stylish
but without unnecessary
gimmicks and expensive
frills.
Exclusively distributed
by: Modern Plant Limited,
Otter House, Naas Road,
Clondalkin, Co. Dublin,
(Tel: 514944) Telex. 25191.

Thorsman
Extend T-Plus
Range of
Couplings

• The revolutionary T Plus range of pipe couplings offered by Thorsman

& Co. Ltd., has been extended. In addition to the current range of
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss3/1
steel T·Plus models to cover 1 \I.t", 1Vz" , 2" and 3" ppes are now
DOI:copper,
10.21427/D7N126
available.
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The revolutionary T-Plus
range of pipe couplings
offered by Thorsman & Co
Ltd., has been extended.
In addition to the range of
copper, steel T-Plus
models to cover I ~ " ,
I Ih", 2" and 3" pipes are
now available. This means
that the T-Plus range now

New Range
of AAF Heat
Recovery
Equipment
The recovery of warm air
exhausted from
commercial buildings and
industrial processes, and
the related cost saving, is
now fast becoming the
centre of attention for
management in the 80's.
With this area of
industry showing real
groth AAF-Ltd., an
AIlis-Chalmers company,
have now added new
products to its range of
heat recovery products,
making it one of the most
comprehensive ranges
currently availabfe from
one manufacturer.
These new additions
comprise three types of
thermal wheels and a
crossflow plate type heat
exchanger. They join two
existing and successful heat
recovery products, the
EnerCon heat pump
system and run-around 26

et al.: H & V News
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coils.
First of the new thermal
wheels is the EC-Econom
which is a highly efficient
robust unit with a laminar
flow wheel and 16 sizes. It
can handle air capacities
from 0.1 to 72m3/sec and
recover both sensible and
latest air or temperature
heat alone.
The RXC or Rotary-XChanger thermal wheel is a
heavy duty model offering
up to 84010 efficiency for
the recovery of latent and
sensible heat. Its 30 sizes
can handle capacities from
0.5 to 27m 3/sec and are
available with a cleanable
and removeable aluminium
stainless steel mesh
Dtor.

Low cost alternative is
the MW or Maxiwatt
wheel which offers a
simple construction, 8 sizes
and up to 73% efficiency.
Its unique plastic matrix is
both removable and
washable and will handle
up to llm 3/sec.
Twenty two different
basic sizes of Crossflow
plate exchanger are to be
manufactured in
aluminium or stainless
steel. Single units can
handle from 0.1 to
9.5m 3/sec, while larger
volumes can be handled by
a multiple arrangement. A
special design is available
up to 350°C.

performance available
from the 'Robbi-vac'
vacuum pumps. Powered
by a Y4 H.P. motor the
standard unit develops 5 x
10-2 Torr (50 microns)
vacuum. Usually a 1 c.f.m.
vacuum pump is fitted,
although Robinair offer a
2 c.f.m. version as an
option. Either way the new
design enables the
outstanding performance
available from this
well-known vacuum pump
to provide faster and more
effective system
dehydration.
Further improvements
are incorporated in models
fitted with a Thermistor
Vacuum Gauge - an
option now available, or
absolute capsule vacuum
gauge (Torr Gauge). The
Thermistor Gauge provides
greater accuracy and will
withstand system pressure.
However, TOff Gauges are
vulnerable to positive
pressure and oil

contamination. Models
equipped with either type
of gauge incorporates a
"Press-to-Read" swi tch
which isolates the gauge
unless the button is
depressed. It is felt this
should overcome problems
resulting from failure to
close the conventional
handwheel valve. This
improvement is extended
to Robinair's wheeled
'popular' service stations.
Robinair produce a
variety of service stations a
part of their
comprehensive range of
professional service
products for the
refrigeration, air
conditioning and allied
trades. They are backed by
a complete after-sales
service and enjoy an
enviable reputation for
ruggedness and
value-for-money. For
technical literature and
further information
contact: RSL Ltd.

.r

Improved
Robinair
Service
Station
Robinair, a division of
Kent-Moore announce a
redesign of their
'lightweight' evacuation
and refrigerant charging
stations. An improved
vacuum valve is now
mounted directly on the
vacuum pump and the
connection to the gauge
and manifold assembly has
been shortened and
• The new Robinair refrigeration service station from RSL Ltd.
increased in diameter.
The new layout
maximises the exceptional
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1983

Copperad
Corinthian
from BSS
The new Copperad
Corinthian fan convector
- with brown Roebuck
PVC coated steel front
panels as standard. The
three floor mounted
models with a range of
outputs from 1.4 to 16kw,
means there is a unit for
practically all prestigious
applications. The standard
models include Copperad's
new solid state thermostat,
which will give precise
temperature control on 2
or 3 speed settings. There
is also a switch position
for summer air circulation,
low water temperature
cut-out stat, and filters on
air inlet.
Sole Distributors - BSS
(Ireland) Ltd., White
Heather Estate, 301 South
Circular Road, Dublin 8,
also Pulvertaft Ltd.,
Bachelor's Quay, Cork.

Landis &. eyr
Energy-Saving
Optimiser
Leading HV AC controls
manufacturer, Landi~ &
Gyr Limited, ha~
announced the
introduction of a new
microprocessor controlled
optimiser constituting a
~ophisticated addition to
its already formidable
range of comfort control
and building automation
~ystems.

Called the Sigmayr OSC2l, the new unit is
used for optimising the
'iwitching on and switching
off functions of heating
and air conditioning plants
which operate to a certain
time schedule at normal
and reduced loads. It
evaluates the measured
outside and room
temperatures as well as
t heir progress during the
optimum start and
IHVN. March 1983
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NEW PRODUCTS
compatible with all heating
controls from Landis &
Gyr or other
manufacturers - both
current and previous
versions - and is thus
eminently suitable for
updating existing plants.
The complete system
comprises the central
optimising unit and a
series of ancillary units for
different additional
functions such as on/off
switching of a
burner/boiler, switching of
auxiliary functions,
controlling several zones
from one OSC21, and
on/off switching of
function of either outside
temperature, room
temperature or the time
during which the building
is occupied or unoccupied.
Other significant
features include automatic
energy saving ECO
facility, 168-hour battery
reserve, hot water service
control and remote
control.

optimum off phases. Using
these temperature
characteristics, the unit's
two microcomputers
calculate the optimum start
and optimum off curves of
the building and operation
is therefore self-setting,
<;elf-adjusting and
self-learning with no need
to enter the building
parameters and plant data.
Suitable for use in such
buildings as office blocks.
schools. department store~
and factories, Sigmayr OSC21 calculates the plant
starting time necessary for
the required room
temperature to be reached
by the start of occupancy
- thus facilitating energy
<;aving without loss of
comfort. As soon as the
building is occuppied the
optimiseF transfers
command to the
controller.
The unit is
pre-programmed and
occupancy time and real
time are the only necessary
settings. It is fully
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• The new optimiser unit from Landis & Gyr.
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SPACE BEATER
FROM
MATBER i PLATT
The Mather & Platt range
of space heaters has been
redesigned. The new
models are proving to be
attractive to consultant
and 'end-users' alike as
were their earlier popular
and well tried models.
Over 70 years experience
in the design and
manufacture of unit
heaters has resulted in the
new models having
increased performance and
much improved
appearance, whilst
maintaining economy and
a competitive price level.
Installation and
maintenance have been
made easier thereby
effecting other economies
and the motors can now be
easily wired without
removing the fan guard.
The 'New thermolier'
unit heaters have an
attractive red casing with
black trim and are
available in a range of
sizes, these being the
standard types of unit
heaters for steam and low,
medium or high pressure
hot water systems and can
be fitted with a range of
diffuser boxes to give 1- 2or 4-way options on air
distribution.
Thermaslave heat
re-circulators have been
designed for use in high
buildings to re-cycle rising
waste-heat down to the
occupied area, reducing
heat loss through the roof
and giving quick pay-back
energy conservation.
Offshore platform
heaters are specifically
designed and robustly
constructed to meet the
harsh and extreme
conditions in the offshore
environment.
Thermex heat
exchangers are designed
for use with steam or hot
water and are available in
a standard range, or to
specification. Made to a
very high standard e.g.
tubes are mechanically

jointed, with ferrules, into
steel headers rather than
the more common brazed
joint, into a thin-walled
copper header, making
Thermex more reliable.
For a given duty Thermex
are smaller and more
robust, without being
heavy or expensive,
making them more
economic to install.
High level down flow
unit heaters are designed
to cope with the heating
difficulties often
experienced in high
buildings. The new models
are available in a standard
range, or to specification.
They are designed for easy
erection and minimal
maintenance yet remain
competitively priced.
Thermacool personnel
coolers improve working
environmental conditions
where high levels of heat
and humidity exist.
Thermacool can also be
used to accelerate drying
processes far more
economically than the
most of heated-drying.
Thermacool units are
available in a range to
meet most requirements.
Fixed or mobile units
simplify installation, which
coupled with minimum
maintenance and very low
running costs compliments
their competitive pricing.
Data sheets and
brochure are available
giving Technical details
and full specification of
the above products, plus
information on design,
selection, installation,
commissioning, and
operation and
maintenance.
Free design service is
also available giving expert
advice on system design
and installation.
Mather & Platt (Ireland)
Ltd., Stillorgan Industrial
Park, Stillorgan, Co.
Dublin, (Tel:
952301/952041/952078)
Mr. D. McGloughlin. 28
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PRODUCT REVIEW: PUMPS
Conlinued from page 12
standard
motors
with flow
grease-lubricated and
rates up to 190 m 3/h and
sealed for life.
heads of up to 6Om.
Centre-line discharge
Suitable for both hot and
branches and integral feet,
cold water (including
cast onto the hydraulic
glycol mixtures). Impellers
c~sings, ensure that any
in stainless steel.
PIpe strain is not passed to
CR4 Range
th.e pedestals to upset the
This is a replacement for
alIgnment of the rotating
the well known CP3 model
element. The impellers are
but with a stainless steel
cast in one piece to
one-piece outer sleeve
eliminate stress and
rather than individual
~orrosion points, and
stage housings. The same
Integral back vanes help to
pump can now handle
ensure their hydraulic
both cold and hot water
balance.
(max l20°C) and is of
British and international
in-line multi-stage design.
st~ndards are complied
It is suitable for boiler
WIth throughout the design
feed, pressure boosting
and manufacture of the
and general transfer duties.
Starflex range. Every
Range is up to 8 m 3/h and
pu~p body and casing is
200m head. This reflects a
subjected to a hydraulic
30070 increase in flow rate
pressure test and pump
with no increase in motor
ts to onto the factory
h.p. over the older CP3
'tbed for thorough
equivalent model.
c ecking of the mechanical
Circulators
assembly and hydraulic
The main development is
performance.
the increasing use of
Further details are
variable speed circulators
available from Pillinger of
with automatic control
Ireland, Dublin and John
boxes which adjust output
Hind & Sons Ltd., Belfast.
to suit the different
demand patterns that
• Holfeld Holpak booster set.
occur throughout the
heating season. In this way
peak requirements can be
1982 saw the introduction
chilled water pressurisation complement the other
catered for by using the
of several new pumps from
equipment on offer.
sets including filler units
pump's maximum output,
Grundfos of Denmark,
and expansion tanks is
Accessories
and in periods of lesser
world famous for their use
now available. These are
Accessories are available
demand (e.g. at night or
of high quality stainless
becoming increasingly
for use with all the
late spring) a reduced
steel in pumps. These are
specified with the rise in
pumping equipment
speed used with
assembled and distributed
popularity of sealed
described above and
corresponding savings in
in Ireland exclusively by
systems in recent years.
include Cuno filters,
energy consumption.
H.R. Holfeld (Hydraulics)
Holpak
Booster
Sets
Desbordes pressure
Savings
in
energy
of
up
to
imited under licence from
This long established range
regulating valves to limit
70% can be shown.
undfos.
has been expanded to
pump
maximum pressure
M/LP Range
include many options not
and protect pipework etc,
Pressurisation Sets
A range of single-stage
previously available and
Socla flexible connectors,
A full range of hot and
in-line pumps with vertical
higher or lower
and a full range of
specifications than the
electrical controls.
previous standard are
One Source
offered in an effort to
The H&V contractor can
cater for all budgets.
procure most of his pump
Quality has not suffered.
requirements as a package
deal from Holfeld pumps
Holpak Oil Transfer Sets
A full range of oil
and save the cost involved
in buying someitems from
handling pumps and
one supplier and others
pumpsets, with optional
from a second or even
heaters, filters and
automatic controls is
third source. A specialist
H&V Department is
available. Sizes range from
small duplex sets for
maintained which will also
transfers to day tanks up
assist in dealing with
consultants.
to very large industrial
units.
For further information
Sewage and Drainage
contact: H&V Department,
Pumps
H.R. Holfeld (Hydraulics)
A comprehensive range of
Limited, 2-4 Merville
pumps for handling
Road, Stillorgan, Co.
~ffluent and waste water is
Dublin, (Tel: 887361,
also available to
952(01).
• Holfeld filler unit for pressurisation set.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1983
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AIR CONDITIONING & VENTILATION

INTERESTING
DEVELOPMENTS IN
AIR CONDITIONING
Initially, air handling
systems were fairly simple,
supplying air to space
where heat gains were
relatively uniform
throughout the conditioned
space. Complication in the
use of this systems arose
when heat sources varied
within the space served.
When this occurred, the
area had to be divided into
sections or zones, and the
central equipment
supplemented by
additional equipment and
controls. Changing
economic conditions, the
critical energy situation,
and the increasing
sophistication of modern
buildings have given rise to
some interesing
developments in the design
of air handling units
including dual duct and

multizone facilities,
variable volume control,
heat recovery systems, and
an integral heating source
in the form of a gas or
oil-fired burner.
The basic central air
handling system is an
all-air single zone unit
which can be designed for
low, medium and high
pressure air distribution.
Normally the equipment is
installed outside the
conditioned area, whether
at the top of the building,
in the basement, on the
roof, or in a service area
at the core of a
commercial building. Some
units can be installed in
the conditioned space
without ductwork for
direct discharge although
primarily intended for
central station duties. The

acoustically, together with
suitable control systems.
The product is a hybrid
terminal unit, having a
variable "constant
volume" air inlet and a
truly constant volume air
outlet. The air inlet to the
box is made up of
primary air and air from
Sound Attenuators Ltd.
the ceiling void. The
have recently developed a
amount of primary air is
fan assisted variable
controlled by a pneumatic
volume terminal unit
control system (but could
suitable for use in areas
equally well be controlled
where it is required to
by a microprocessor
make use of local
system), which controls a
recirculated warm air in
butterfly damper at the
ceiling voids, etc. Full use
inlet to the box using a
was made of their R&D
pneumatic motor. A fan
laboratory complex to test
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss3/1
inside the box uses this
the
devices
both
DOI: 10.21427/D7N126
primary air and air drawn
aerodynamically and
The following Dotes are based OD material submitted by
the companies concerned.

Sound
Attenuators
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unit can be located
adjacent to the heating and
refrigeration equipment or
at some distance from it,
using circulating
refrigerant, chilled water,
hot water, steam, or
electric batteries for the
cooling and heating
sources. Air can flow
horizontally or vertically
into the fan section
depending on the
configuration.
When the air handling
requirements of the system
have been determined from
the use and physical
characteristics of the space
to be conditioned, and
capacities calculated for
both air volumes and
thermal exchange, the
designer selects and
arranges the various
components.
into the box from the
ceiling void to make up the
total air volume for the
constant volume of mixed
air delivered to the outlet
of the box serving the
conditioned areas.
The blend of primary air
and air from the ceiling
void is controlled by the
pneumatic controller,
which takes a signal form
a pneumatic thermostat in
the conditioned area. A
fan within the box runs
continuously and initially
draws in warm air from
the ceiling void in a
recirculating manner,
retaining the heat gain
from lights, machines and
occupants, etc. As the

Most manufacturers
have adopted the modular
approach to air handling
unit production, in which
the components are
manufactured in
sub-assembled sections of
various sizes and fully
assembled to order at the
factory or, in certain
circumstances, on site. In
general, the smaller the
unit, the fewer the special
requirements so there is
less need for the flexibility
afforded by the modular
systems. Consequently,
many manufacturers
supply complete air
handling units, sometimes
only consisting of a fan, a
filter and a heating coil,
for the smaller
installations.

conditioned area warms
up, the zone thermostat
calls for cooled primary
air, the inlet damper opens
and the amount of
secondary air is
automatically reduced in
proportion to keep the nett
outlet flow constant.
The primary air volume
(i.e. velocity) may have set
minimum and maximum
values, which are dialled
into the controller. The air
volume handled by the
adjustable speed fan within
the box is set at the
maximum value of the
primary air (at which point
no secondary air will be
sucked into the box). The
30
controller acting on signals
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ass split units. 9,000 . 24,000 Btu/h.
QCM ceiling mounted splil units. 18,500 - 24,000 Btu/h.
QKK cool storage unIts 7,5tX>

14,000 Btu h

Exclusive Irish Distributor for

QDH dehumidifier
OHU roof mounted

Qualitair (Air Conditioning) Lim'led

QPM through wa!1 mounting units. 10,000 and 12,700 Btu/h.

Units

SO,()()()"82,OOO Btu/h.

APV Hall Ireland Limited
Hall House, Main Street, Rathcoole. Co. Dublin.

Tel: 1011 580311 Telex: 30943

THE BIGGEST RANGE OF VENTIlATION
IN THE NATION -FEATURES:
---EUROSERIES &EUROFOIL FANS--(N

ARKET LEADER I

.

Euroseries and Eurofoil- a new generation of superbly
engineered Extemal Rotor Motor Axial Fans that hopelessly
outdates and outperforms traditional fans.
With Euroseries plate mounted and Eurofoil cased axial
fans you are in control- because of the high degree of precision,
both single and 3 ph.ase are SUitable for stepped or fully variable
speed control, allOWing you to vary airflow to suit conditions.
And ~hey are compact, having a sleek profile, just look at our
cased axial, no long or short case versions here just one super slim fan.
'

Also included in the biggest range of ventilation in the nation:Apollo, Venus & Europak Roof Extract Units Euroflow In-line
Centrifugal Duct Fans, Gemini Twin Fans and th~ incredible
Maico range of Unit Ventilators.

a

o~

[J@§) Q!][fi)D ~ ~[[@Q!]~
SUPPLYING THE NATION'S VENTILATION

o

Peartree House, Peartree Lane, Dudley,
West Midlands DY2 OQU.
Telephone: No: Brierley Hill (0384) 74062.
Telex: No: 335696 RUNITS G.

DUBLIN DAN CHAMBERS LTD., 57-58 BRUNSWICK STREET, DUBLIN 7. TEL: 01-720448

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss3/1
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from the zone thermostat
c~n modulate the primary
air between the maximum
al.n~ minimum set velocity
Imlts.
. In .addition, any change
m pnmary air velocity due
to changes in inlet static
presSure is detected by the
duct sensor and corrected
by ~he control system to
m~mtain the velocity set
Pomt value.

Biddle
The powerful GLS series
room unit supplies
thermostatically controlled
Cooling and optional
electric heating for year
nd application in
ces, shops, pubs,
restaurants, homes etc.
. Dehumidification, fresh
aIr and air filtration are
alsQ provided. GLS series
u.nits are designed for
eIther through wall or
~hrough window
mstallation.
Features include: Special
chemically treated filter to
purify both recirculated
and fresh air supplies.
Automatic adjustable
thermostat. Smart styling
to blend with any decor.
Air louvre. Electric heater
(as an accessory).

• The GLS room air conditioner from Biddle.

access or raised modular
flooring throughout the
office environment, thus
creating a "service space"
beneath the floor, through
which all service lines can
pass freely in a fully
flexible layout, readily
accessible at any point in
the area.
One building service
which is assuming
increasing importance,
because of the twin needs
for greater energy
efficiency and personnel
comfort, is air
conditioning. The term
"air conditioning" in this
context does not simply
mean air cooling, but all
the functions: heating,
cooling, humidification,
dehumidification, filtration
and air renewal; necessary
to maintain a comfortable,
The advent of information
controlled environment all
technology is changing
year round. Traditionally,
Working practices in the
the function of air cooling
office. How far and how
has
been regarded as a
rapidly they will change is
luxury, but increased
the subject of much
occupancy levels, due to
discussion but one thing
the high cost of office
seems certain: the
accommodation, and the
organisations likely to
heat output from VDU's,
benefit most from the new
word processors, copying
technology will be those
with the flexibility to adapt machines, microcomputers,
etc. combine to make it a
to the changes rapidly and
necessity in most new or
with the minimum of
refurbished office
upheaval.
buildings to-day.
One of the single most
Just as for other
important factors likely to
building services, there is a
slow the pace which the
pressing need for an air
new technology is adopted,
conditioning system which
is the lack of flexibility of
is both flexible and energy
services in most buildings.
efficient. The INCAS
A solution to this
system has been developed
problem which is now
and patented by Hiross to
gaining rapid acceptance is
fulfill that need and can be
the installation of full
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1983
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applied in conjunction
with a raised flooring
system .
In the Incas system,
which stands for Infinite
Conditioning Air System,
conditioned air is supplied
through the raised floor
cavity by a central air
handling unit. The cavity
is divided up into low
velocity supply and return
air plenums by means of
baffles, while the
environment above the
floor is divided up into
offices or rooms in
accordance with the
interior design. One or
more fan air terminals,
designed to draw
conditioned air from
beneath the raised floor,
are located in each room
or zone. Each fan air
terminal includes a
motorized damper and a
fan. The damper is
controlled by a room
thermostat and determines
the quantity of air to be
drawn from the underfloor
supply in order to
maintain the correct
temperature in that
particular room or zone.
The air flowing through
the conditioned space
returns, through
appropriately positioned
grilles, to the return
plenum beneath the raised
floor and thence back to
th~ central air handling
umt.
The Incas system is
flexible in that fan air
terminals, return grilles
and, if necessary,
underfloor baffles, can

easily be relocated to suit a
change in layout. It is also
energy efficient because
the air velocity beneath the
floor is relatively low so
that the fan power
absorbed is less than in
conventional ducted
systems and it is well
suited for use with low
grade hot water from a
heat pump for winter
heating.
The slab on which the
raised floor is placed can
also act as a thermal mass,
storing thermal energy
during the winter and the
summer and thereby
reducing peak loads. This
permits an overall
reduction in the capacity
of equipment installed and
ensures that it operates
under more constant load
conditions.
Incas is not claimed to
be the solution for energy
application, but where it
can be applied, the
benefits in terms of
flexibility and energy usage
must recommend it for
serious consideration to
any organisation which is
seriously planning for
future developments.
For further details please
contact: D. D. Compute
Air Limited, Foxes Grove,
Shankill, Co. Dublin, (Tel:
821765).

Danfoss
The new range of reliable
Danfoss contactors and
motor starters consisting
of basic modules and
separate auxiliary contacts
for rational storage and
easy mounting. The
thermal relays are designed
with separate signal
contact and the new
enclosure provides
optimum protection, even
in very aggressive
environments.
Additionally the Danfoss
Cl starter Pack provides
the following:- Contactor mounted in
its own box completely
wired and an overload
accurately matched to the
110tor full load current;
- Enclosure hose-proof
and weather-proof;
- Moulded M20 or M20
and M25 conduit entry;
- Lid incorporating push
buttons for start and
IHVN. March /983
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OUTDOOR UNIT

* Air to Air Split System
15 Kw
* Air to Water
10 Kw and 20 Kw
* Water to Water
10 Kw and 20 Kw
* Swimming Pool Heat
Pumps to Suit Pool
Size 51·70-112 Sq.
Metres. Air to Water
or Water to Water
Contact:

Modern Heat Pumps • • .
• Air Conditioning Ltd.
Owen O'Cork Mill,
Beersbridge Road,
Belfast, BT5 5DX
Tel: Belfast 59212

~-=-_iiiiiiiiiili.~-~:
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stop/reset or stop/reset;
- Stop button
incorporating lock-off
facility;
- The robust starter
enclosure can provide up
to I1 kW starting capacity;
- Add-on auxiliary
contact blocks allow easy
circuit modifications;
- Ease of termination
with rising clamps on
each screw; and
- Overload gives ambient
temperature compensation
up to 35°C.
For further details
contact J J Sampson &
Son Ltd, Unit 71, Cherr
Orchard Industrial Estate,
Ballyfermot Road, Dublin
10, (Tel: 266111); Telex:
92219 .

Lennox
Another useful Quickguide
has been issued by Lennox
Industries on their new
HV2 heat/vent system.
HV2 systems, claim
themanufacturers, have
harnessed the benefits of
the package concept to a
range of options which
provides a new order of
flexibility, and allows a
designer to specify an
application-oriented system
to match a particular
project - which is then
completely factory
assembled and tested at
Basingstoke.
The leaflet outlines the
various options open to a
specifier which includes
heating by gas, hot water,
or steam (38 to 450 kW)
with air volumes from
5000 to 35000 m 3/h.
Typical steam
configurations are shown.
Other Quickguides in the

range cover the Lennox
warm air heaters, split
systems air conditioning,
packaged air conditioning,
and heat pumps.
Details from C&F Ltd.

HCP
Perimeter heating and air
conditioning specialists
HCP Limited, have
launched an attractive new
perimeter heating system
with variable front grille
arrangement.
The new design is made
from extended aluminium
sections, and is available
to any length and height to
modular increment of the
extrusion. Various design
alternatives can be
achieved by rearranging
the extruded sections on
the front of the unit to
give a high level grille, or
additional grille as
required.
Units are supplied with
copper-tubed
aluminium-finned hot
water heating element.
Cable duct, electrical, and
telephone outlets are
optional. The new design
is offered as standard in
anodised aluminium, or to
order in vinyl-faced zinc
coated steel in a wide
range of colours and
textures.
Details from Eurenco
Sales Ltd.

Coo/air
Air conditioning specialists
Coolair Limited of Dublin
and Cork are sole
distributors in Ireland for
the full range of Daikin
heat pump packaged air34
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conditioners and
Barber-Colman air
conditioning equipment.
The newest addition to
the. ~oolair range is the
Dalkm heat pump multi
system air conditioner.
Available in wall or
floor-mounted units, the
new system is capable of
connecting two or three
fan coil units with a single
condensing unit.
This allows the units to
be installed in different
r?oms, for independent or
sImultaneous use. This
provides for an effective
utilisation of the
condensing units capacity
and in comparison with
conventional split systems,
the Daikin unit is
exceptionalyeconomical.
The split system has the
dvantage of having
pr~ctically no operation
nOIse. A major additional
feature of the system is
that it is reversible, and so
provides a cooling
operation during the
summer months.
Other features includes a
washable air filter,

automatic control for
economy, a weatherproof
casing and a hermeticalIy
sealed rotary compressor.
Another recently
introduced Daikin product
from' Coolair is the Sky
Air split-system heat
pump. Easily installed and
quiet in operation it is
available as a floor or
ceiling mounted unit.
There is a choice of
attractive simu,iated walnut
or ivory finishes which will
fit in almost any decor and
the unit is ideal for offices,
shops, boutiques,
restaurants, and
conference rooms.
It can be used as a
cooling unit or as a heat
pump and an "Auto
Swing" mechanism
distributes air evenly
around the room through
concealed vanes in the air
discharge grilles.
The Daikin Air Cooled
packaged water chiller
range has been expanded
to include three new
models. They are
completely self contained
units and have nominal

cooling capacities of 155
'TR, 196 TR and 232 TR.
Each machine operates off
six semi-hermetic
reciprocating compressors.
From Barber-Colman,
the MPC-8901
Microprocessor Controller
is a unit designed to
provide automatic starting
and stopping of
mechanical and HVAC
equipment, which can be
programmed to adjust a
building's exact energy
needs and reduce operating
costs.
The MPC-8901 reduces
KW demand and KWH
usage, provides a
continuous power
monitoring of building
services and uses solid
state electronics and up to
four software programmes
to achieve maximum
optimisation of electrical
and mechanical systems.
Coolair also distributes
the Airedale range of
telephone exchange and
computer room air
conditioning equipment
and VAPAC range of
humidifiers. Currently,

Airedale are
manufacturing a Glycol
version of their
Down-Flow range of
computer room air
conditioning units, details
of which will be
announced at a later date.
In the meantime, contact
Coolair Limited at 25
Cookstown Industrial
Estate, Tallaght, Co.
Dublin. Tel:
511244/511540, for further
details.

Modheat
Modern Heat Pumps &
Air Conditioning Ltd., are
manufacturers of the
Modheat range of heat
pumps. The heat pumps
are the result of five years
research and development
and have been on the
market for two years. The
company is based in
Belfast and is totally Irish
owned. Modheat Heat
Pumps are designed
particularly for the Irish
temperate maritime climate
and incorporate a unique

DELTACLIMA
Packaged Air Conditioning Equipment
1'0

v

Type C.C.U. curved
coil condensing
units

Horizontal air handling units,
Chilled water and OX,
Vertical air handWng units.
Chilled water and OX,
Air cooled and water cooled,

Downflow air
conditioning units.
Chilled water
and OX,

Exclusive Distributor in Eire

APV Hall Ireland Limited
Hall House. Main Street. Rathcoole. Co. Dubli':l.:. ~I: (01) 580311 Telex: 30943
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Running costs
need not run away
with them.selves
Running costs don't need a ladder to make economy go out the window.
But you might find that a marriage of convenience with Walker will help keep them firmly under your thumb.
Walker knows about heating and air conditioning. We've worked, and areworking, on some of the biggest
projects around. Not to mention a large number of the smaller ones as well.
With Walker, there's computer matching of your precise needs from the4,OOO Carlyle air conditioning and heating
components. It's the only sure way of getting a system that truly meets your needs.
1~
There's the world's biggest range of heat pumps, all engineered for the heat
pump market with built-in reversibility to ensure longer life. And the complete
range of Carlyle VAV systems - engineered to automatically adjust themselves to
the heating or cooling needs of the moment, and in so doing cut your energy bills.
Then there's Carlyle's latest and hottest property, the Heat Machine. This
Db'
.
d
d
h
bl
Ism uwrlorCarlyl~alrc(mJllionmganJhcatlOgpnxJucrs
was conceived to remove heat from waste warm water an pro uce c eap usea e
DUBLIN: DUBLIN I [)USTRIALESTATE
heat for space heating or industrial process use.
TFIELG[)LAUBLRIOA3D. [)UBLlN 11
k
h
:
00844 TELEX 24862
Whichever way you look at your running costs, Walker can help eep t em
BELFAST: 9a CHERRYHILL ROAD DUNDONAL[)
under control. The widest component range with computer matching; cost cutting
TBEELLFA[)ST BTI60JH
.
.
.
. : ,
d
: U OONALD 5234 TELEX: 747681
VAV systems, the amazmg Heat Machme - and all avatlable With Walker s pre- an
GLASGOW WA HINGTON ROAD. UNIT lOB
after-sales service.
~1~li~~~E'i'DUSTRIALE TATE
Go on, take the plunge!
TEL 0418870551 TELEX: 779406

Wa er
Air Conditioning

(~) A mt'mber (If rh~ JeffcrsoJ) Smurfit Group

Generous with ourknowledge,

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss3/1
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I .ader in air conditioning
and heating technology

mean with your energ~
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interchangeable with the
majority of existing UK
installations.
In addition, the
commercial and domestic
ventilation division of
Airflow, Aidelle Products
have a selection of
extractor fans which
includes the famous
Loovents and the versatile
Wallfan 6.
Details from McKenna
Ireland Ltd.

Walker
A new variable air volume

• A double inlet, double width centrifugal fan from airflow.

anemometers including the
EDRA 5 and the TA
thermal anemometers. The
latest addition to this
range is the DVA 6000T
which gives simultaneous
digital readout of air
velocity and temperature.
The Wilson Flow Grid, a
precision-made flow
measuring instrument
giving a single differential
pressure signal which can
easily be converted to
volume flow rate.
Included in the fan
range is Airflow's
Category 1 and 2
centrifugal fans which
have a variety of
applications in H and V
systems. Category 1 fans
are a standard range of
high quality fans readily
available ex-stock from a
nationwide chain of
stockists. Category 2 fans
are quickly assembled
from stock components to
give the customer over 700
options on short lead
times. Of particular
interest is Airflow's
Featured among the
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss3/1
recently introduced range
precision instruments is
of Axial Flow fans
range of
DOI:Airflow's
10.21427/D7N126
designed to be
electronic direct reading
electronic defrost system.
The electronic control
system includes safety
features to protect the
compressor against
excessive pressures and
temperatures.
Successful installations
include heating for homes,
offices, restaurants and
bars and significant
savings in fuel costs have
been achieved.
The company are
expanding in the Irish
Republic and are seeking
franchise holders in all
areas. Interested
companies should contact
John Crossen, Managing
Director or Jack Nickels
Technical Director at
Modern Heat Pumps and
Air Conditioning Ltd.,
Owen O'Cork Mills,
Beersbridge Road, Belfast
BT5 5DX TelepllOne
Belfast 59212.

Airflow
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air conditioning system
designed to save both cost
and time in any building
installation, large or small,
has been announced by
Walker Air Conditioning
Limited, authorised
distributors for Carlyle air
conditioning and
refrigeration equipment.
The system, known as
Modu-vac, offers
maximum flexibility for
installation, interior space
partitioning and comfort
levelS.
The basic element in the
Modu-vac system is a
vertical single package, air
or water cooling unit, the
50BJ or 50BK respectively.
This air conditioning
package is used in
conjunction with a variable
air volume distribution
system comprising
pre-packaged,
self-contained components.
A total system can be built
all at once or in stages,
floor by floor.
The 50BJ/BK cooling
packages can be located in
an equipment room or in
the conditional space, and
are available in four sizes
with vertical or horizontal
discharge, with cooling
capacities ranging from 48
- 96 Kw.
The Modu-vac air
distribution systems consist
of Carlyle's Modubox and
Moduline vav terminals,
which give the system its
flexibility, permitting
changes in office layout
without expensive
alterations to the air
conditioning system.
Moduline and Modubox
terminals are available
with air flows ranging
from 7 to 14000 I/s, 15 to
3000 cfm. With Moduline,
a single thermostat and

volume regulator in one of
the air terminals can be
used to control the
variable supply air
quantity either individually
or in a series of air
terminals. With Modubox,
the single thermostat and
volume control box can
serve large zones with up
to 1400 I/s, 3000 cfm of
conditioned air. When
interior partitions change,
the Modu-vac system
adapts with minimal
change.
The Modu-vac system,
suitable for office, schools,
high rise buildings, makes
available all the benefits of
a built-up system without
the usual attendant extra
design and installation
costs.
Heat Pump Range
Extended
The Carlyle 30GC range of
air-sourced heat
pump/chillder packages,
designed to provide high
performance, economical
and dependable air to
water cooling and heating
for commercial and
industrial applications, has
now been extended
upwards. The new addition
is the 30GQ080 with a
nominal cooling capacity
of 198 Kw and heating of
211 Kw. This range is now
available throughout
Ireland from Carlyle's
authorised distributor
Walker Air Conditioning
Limited.
These compact package
units may be used with
central air handling units,
fan coils or room terminals
for controlled-comfort air
conditioning office
buildings, factories, shops,
schools, hospitals and
hotels.
Used with conventional
air handling units, or
zoned with radiators,
radiant panel or floor
heat, they adapt to both
new and existing hot water
heating systems. As heat
pumps, they can augment
or replace existing hot
water boilers and save
expensive fuel oil. They
lend themselves to storage
systems, to avoid high
demand charges and to
take advantage of off-peak
electrical rates. They are
especially suited to new
buildings in which the38
cost
of a boiler can often be
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Extensive stocks held at our Dublin and Cork Warehouses
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saved.
Combining the well tried
060 Carlyle compressors
with generous outside
coils, efficient fans and
shell and tube heat
exchangers, the 30GQ
units have a C.O.P.
ranging from 2.0 to 4.0
over a wide range of
summer and winter
conditions. All units show
a C.O.P. of 3.0 or better
at nominal performance
conditions.
Multiple fan units
maintain positive head
pressures in low ambient
temperatures by
automatically cycling one
or two of three fans. Coil
defrosting is automatic in
response to both
temperature and time
elapsed since last defrost.
The solid state device
provides both perfect
control of the water
temperature and complete
protection against
freeze-up and overheating.
Accessories include
supplementary electric
heating packages in size
from 15 to 30kW; pipe

heater cable to prevent
freezing of external water
pipeing; and copper finned
coils for use in especially
corrosive atmospheres.

HEVAC
In line with the J .S. Lister
policy of purchasing high
quality goods of Irish
manufacture whenever
possible, Hevac Ltd.
recently negotiated an
exclusive agreement with
Thermo-Air Ireland Ltd.
for the sale of their oil and
gas heaters in the Republic
of Ireland.
Thermo air have been
manufacturing air heaters
in Holland since 1947 and
have. ales offices in
Belgium, West Germany
and England. They
commenced manufacturing
in Carlow in 1981 and
demand for their product
was such that they added
an extension in July 1982.
Approx. fifty to sixty
440,000 Btu/h air heaters
have been installed in lOA
factories at Cork,
Westmeath, Dublin, Lough

and Galway over the last
few months and have been
commissioned with an
average efficiency of 83%.
Prior to the availability
of Thermo-Air heaters
virtually all air heaters
used in Ireland were of
foreign manufacture.
Thermo-Air currently
employ approx. 25 to 30
people in the Carlow plant
and with a second
extension planned for early
1983 this figure is expected
to be substancially
increased in the near
future.
Hevac Ltd. as one of the
leading heating distributors
in this country are pleased
to be associated with
Thermo Air Ltd. in
marketing the range of
quality Irish manufactured
air heaters. The heaters
were put through a series
of exaustive tests by the
HRS. The tests were
satisfactorily concluded on
the 2nd of July 1982.
The heaters are high
efficiency vertical type gas,
or oil fired and are
manufactured with

stainless steel combustion
chambers and high
efficiency fan. The
combustion chamber being
guaranteed for a ten year
period. Model UHR 25 to
UHR 250 are
manufactured from 80,000
to 1,00,000 Btu/h. Air
volume and pressure can
be varied to suit
specification requirements.
Hevac technical sales are
available to calculate
building heat losses and
offer helpful and technical
information regarding the
most suitable installation,
location of heaters,
ducting arrangements. If
required, an after sales
service is available to
commission and service
units.
For further information
contact Hevac Ltd. at
Lister Complex,
Ballymount Road,
Clondalkin, Co. Dublin.
Phone 519411, Telex
30324. Cork office: c/o
Lister Tubes, Tivoli
Industrial Estate, Cork.
Phone 021-500166 Telex
28408.

DA//(/N
Heat Pump
Multi-System Room Air Conditioners

CONDENSING UNIT

WALL MOUNTED UNIT

FLOOR MOUNTED UNIT

-- -

'<*1

~

coolairi

alii CONDITIONING/AI" DlS'IIII.UTION
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•

INDEPENDENT OR SIMULTANEOUS USE

•

REVERSIBLE FOR SUMMER COOLING

•

ADDITIONAL ECONOMIES OVER OTHER SYSTEMS

•

QUIET OPERATION

'-j;

25 Caakstawn Ind. Est., Tallaght, Ca. Dublin, Ireland.
Tel.: (01 )511244/511540 Telex: 31689 COOL El
Mallaw Raad, Cark, Ireland.
Tel.: (021 )503630, Telex: 26152
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New motor starter pack
Danfoss Cl Starter Pack gives you:

- Stop button incorporating
lock-off facility

- Contactor mounted in its own
box completely wired and an
overload accurately matched
to the motor full load current.

- The robust starter enclosure
can provide up to 11 kW
starting capacity

- Enclosure hose-proof and
weather-proof

- Add-on auxiliary contact
blocks allow easy circuit
modifications

- Moulded M 20 or M 20 and
M 25 conduit entry

- Ease of termination with
rising clamps on each screw

- Lid incorporating
push buttons for
start and stop/reset
or stop/reset

- Overload gives ambient
temperature compensation
up to 35°C

Contact the newgeneration

The new range of reliable Danfoss contactors and motor starters consisting of basic
modules and separate auxiliary contacts means rational storage and easy mounting. The
thermal relays are designed with separate signal contact and the new enclosure provides
optimum protection even in very
aggressive environments.

N & SON LTD.
J.J.SAMPSO
Unit 71
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.
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rchard Industrial Es

~-~)~=~ ~:ft~7eZ,ot Road
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Contact your
Electrical Stockists
and get all the
advantages of the
Danfoss new
M.C.G. generation.
INSIST ON DANFOSS M.C.G.

Dublin 10eo (01) 26 81 11
Te\ep~~~ 219 iiss e~i:rn~"""""""'_---------------34iJi4A

Te'ex

NFOSS
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SAFE USE
OF FUEL GASES PART 11
by Chris Davis of the oas Gas Advisory Service
Safe Storage of L.P.G.
The term LPG (for Liquified
Petroleum Gas) generally refers to
those gaseous alkanes (usually
propane, butane, or mixtures of
both) which can be liquified by the
application of pressure alone at
atmospheric temperatures. The
liquid has a very high energy
content - commercial grades of
butane and propane each have a
calorific value of approximately 500
MJ per kilogram. Also, unit volume
of the liquid at 15°C evaporates to
produce approximately 250 volumes
of gas, so LPG is a popular fuel
particulary in situations where the
advantages of a gaseous fuel are
desirable but no piped gas supply is
within reach. LPG can be
conveniently transported and stored
as a liquid without the necessity for
refrigeration, and restored to the
gaseous phase simply by reduction
of pressure.
Storage of L.P.G.
For the safe storage of LPG the
properties of both the liquid and the
gaseous phases should be
considered.
Firstly, as the gases are stored
under considerable pressure (the
vapour pressures of pure propane
and iso-butane are 107 psi absolute
and 38 psi absolute respectively)
then all the usual precautions
r~levant to un fired pressure vessels
must be applied - i.e. materials,
welds, wall thickness, etc, of storage
tanks must comply with appropriate
standards such as BSI5oo, BS1515,
ASME Pressure Vessel code Section
VIII, etc. Storage vessels (other than
small and portable cylinders) must
be fitted with gas pressure relief
valves to prevent the safe working
pressure being exceeded in the event
of excessive heat being applied to
the vessel - the vapour pressure of
LPG rises rapidly with increase in
temperature, approximately
doubling at 44°C. Storage tanks
should be painted white or a light
colour to reflect solar heat, and may
be equipped with cooling water
sprays if very hot weather is
anticipated. Storage tanks must be
separated by a minimum distance
from each other, and from adjacent
buildings, dependent upon the size
of tank or tanks involved. For
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss3/1
example, tanks up to 500 gallons
DOI:capacity
10.21427/D7N126
must be separated from
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each other by at least 5 feet, and
must be at least 10 feet from a
building or property line, for tanks
of 2,000 gallons capacity these
distances are 5 feet and 25 feet
respectively.
At atmospheric pressure liquid
LPG evaporates very rapidly with
consequent lowering of temperature
which can cause severe frost-burns if
the liquid is in contact with the skin
- protective clothing such as gloves
and goggles should be worn when
filling LPG tanks, drawing off
samples etc. It must also be
remembered that spillage of a small
amount of the liquid can release a
relatively large volume gas, and that
as little as 2010 of gas in air will
form a mixture which could burn or
explode if it came into contact with
any source of ignition.
The provision of bunds' (retaining
walls to collect possible liquid
spillage) is not normally required,
and pits and depressions under or in
the vicinity of LPG storage tanks
should be avoided to prevent the
formation of pockets of the heavier
-than-air gas. To prevent tampering
with the installation, it should be
enclosed by a suitable security fence
at least two metres high, unless the
tanks are in an otherwise secure area
- to provide means of exit in case
of a fire starting inside the fence, it
should have at least two widely
separated gates which must both be
unlocked whenever personnel are
working within the fence.
Detailed Safety Procedures for the
storage of LPG are given in the
Institution of Gas Engineers Safety
Recommendations IGE/SR/C "Liquified Petroleum Gases - Part
3" .
All metal tanks, pipework, etc.
must be electrically bonded and
earthed, and must be electrically
bonded to delivery vehicles before th
tanks can be filled, so as to prevent
static electricity causing sparks.
Such bonding, as well as lightning
protection and electrical apparatus,
should be in compliance with the
Institute of Petroleum Electrical
Safety Code.
Suitable 'No Naked Lights' signs
should of course be displayed
prominently in the vicinity of LPG
stores, and care must be taken to
ensure that readily ignitable
materials such as refuse, long grass,
weeds, etc do not come within 3

meters (10 feet) of any such tank.
Portable LPG containers are
commonly used in industry,
especially for operating blow-lamps
and torches, and in the construction
trade. They are also used to supply
small quantities to fixed
installations. They should always be
handled correctly, taking care to
avoid damage to either container or
valve. When still containing liquid,
LPG containers must only be stored
and used in the vertical position,
(except for specific applications
where the liquid itself has to be
taken from the bottle).
Plugs or connections on
manually-operated container valves
must never be removed without first
making sure that the valve is closer
valves on empty containers must b
kept closed to prevent ingress of air
forming an explosive mixture,
Where a protective cover is provided
for the valve it must always be used
whenever the bottle is disconnected
from the appliance or supply. This
is particularly important in the case
of automatic valves which are used
by the Irish LPG companies on their
domestic-sized butane containers,
where grit entering the valve seating
may prevent it from closing
properly.
Containers should not be stored
or used in close proximity to highly
corrosive or inflammable
substances, and must never be
stored in cellars or other places
below ground level where the heav'
vapour might collect. If a leaking
valve is suspected the container
should be removed to an open space
and the supplier notified to collect
same. Meanwhile the area should be
kept clear of naked lights until all
the gas has been vented.
Connections from the regulator to
appliances must be made with
proper hoses of suitable material,
and properly Jubilee clipped or
preferably crimped metal fittings no 'botching' of connections should
be permitted!
Safety precautions applicable to
installation pipework for gaseous
LPG, appliances, flues etc are
generally similar to those for town
gas and natural gas, except where
the heavier-than-air nature of LPG
requires special consideration.
Part III next month Safety of
Appliances.
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THOMMEN CALIBRATOR EM
~

5
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Type EM 421

410 x 260 x 230 mm
approx.

s.. kg

f

Platon
Flowmeter

2
-1
ljt/II

Indep. from mains

Separate power supply 24V D.e.

(SWITZERLAND)

West WE 01 process controller

Platon 'M' -valve.
Barksdale piston pressure switch

Air operated miniature

for pressures up to 315 bar.

control valve
for automatic
control of
most media.

96mm square metal case.
PO + PI control action.
Rueger thermometers.

limit comparator & controlling
output option.
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MANOIHERM liD.
Controls and Gauges for all industries
THE CONTROL CENTRES
4 WALKINSTOWN ROAD, DUBLIN 12
Phone: 522355. 522018. 522229. Telex: 24467

Thermocouples &
resistance
thermometers

10 KNOCKBRACKEN PARK, BELFAST BTG OHL
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Phone 645966

Roto-Bindicator.
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